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Kia ora, hello, and welcome!

Why complicate life more than we need to? With that in mind we have a simple goal – provide the best 
possible service for your school. From a piano in your auditorium, to a new set of strings for your guitar, 
we will strive to make it as easy as possible to get instruments into your school.

So let me welcome you to the 2015 MusicWorks Education Catalogue. We got some good feedback 
from the last catalogue so although it looks familiar; we hope you will enjoy the small changes. Your 
help has been invaluable and we hope you find this resource to be a useful resource through the next 
year.

Among the many new items in this resource catalogue we have an exciting new range of Korogi 
Orchestral Percussion for you to enjoy, exclusive to MusicWorks. Japanese precision crafting at its 
finest! How about our full Palatino string range? From beginner to professional level and everything 
in between! And let’s not forget the sturdy and dependable Manhasset music stands. Be sure to also 
check out:

  Funding application assistance
  Instrument restrings and reskins
  Free quoting
  Expert advice
  Sound system installation
  Entry and premium level instrument rental

We have tweaked this catalogue to make it even easier to FIND what you need, easier to CHOOSE an 
option, and easier to GET SUPPORT! We have added a splash of red to some of the products we feel 
are an awesome deal for you. All our staff, including our dedicated education team, have made it their 
goal to find you a solution and get you the resources you need.
Lastly, you can rest assured that you have the support of a dedicated, full-time Institutions Manager 
and 30 stores nationwide who are happy to provide you with all the support you need. Help is only a 
phone call or email away. We are here to help make your job easier!

Yours faithfully,

Daniel Doyle
National Institutions Manager
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BUDGET RENTALS

SCHOOL YEAR PLAN
(expires 15th December) Includes GST, servicing & maintenance

MONTHLY PLAN
(minimum 3 months) Includes GST, servicing & maintenance

$20 $150
$20 $150
$20 $150
$35 $260
$25 $140

... Flutes

... Clarinets

... Trumpets

... Alto Saxophone

... Violins

Ashton ...

Optional
insurance

$6 per month

Optional insurance 
$40 per year

Optional insurance $39 per year
Optional insurance $69 per year

Yamaha brass and woodwind instruments are specially designed for correct intonation allowing even the 
beginner student to produce accurate intonation and a centred tone. Renting a quality Yamaha instrument 
gives you the greatest freedom to flourish.

MusicWorks is proud to offer a dual level rental plan for 2014. As well as our premium rental service with 
100% high quality Yamaha instruments, we are pleased to offer a budget rental plan using Ashton brass, 
woodwind and string instruments.

INSTRUMENT RENTALS
Brand Quality
MusicWorks is the only company in New Zealand 
to offer an authorised Yamaha rental programme.  
Yamaha instruments are among the most popular 
student instruments in the world due to their 
centered tone and free blowing capabilities.

We are also able to offer a quality entry level brass 
and wind rental brand in Ashton. With both an entry 
level and a premium range of quality instruments 
for hire, MusicWorks has you covered.

Flexible Rental Options
You can choose the rental plan that best suits your 
requirements. We offer monthly, half year and full 
school year plans.

Up to 24 months rental credit!
Unlike some of our competitors, MusicWorks offer 
up to 24 months rental credit should you decide 
to purchase either the instrument you currently 
rent, or a new instrument of equal or higher value. 
Let us help you make the most of your instrument 
rental!

Service
“No additional service plan charges” means 

just that! We do not discriminate between the 
quality of brands we offer and all MusicWorks 
rental plans include service and maintenance (if 
necessary) during the rental period. All servicing 
is done in house by our team of Yamaha qualified 
technicians.

Hygiene
All MusicWorks rental instruments are sanitised 
and conditioned each time they are returned. All 
instruments go through a thorough assessment 
before they are sent out to a new customer.

Insurance
MusicWorks option insurance gives you peace 
of mind at a minimal cost. MusicWorks offers a 
range of insurance options to cover you for theft, 
fire and unintentional damage.

Money back to your school 
Each time you rent an instrument from MusicWorks 
and nominate your school, they receive $20 for 
every school year hire. Your school can earn up to 
thousands of dollars with MusicWorks. So let’s build 
a better music department together!
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BUDGET RENTALS
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PREMIUM RENTALS
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$30

MONTHLY PLAN
(minimum 3 months)
Includes GST, servicing &
maintenance

HALF YEAR PLAN
(expires June 30th or
15th December)
Includes GST, servicing &
maintenance

SCHOOL YEAR 
PLAN
(expires 15th December)
Includes GST, servicing & 
maintenance

$30
$30
$30
$30
$50
$60

$135
$135
$135
$135
$135
$230
$250

$210
$210
$210
$210
$210
$350
$375

Yamaha Flute
Yamaha Clarinet
Yamaha Trumpet
Yamaha Cornet
Yamaha Trombone
Yamaha Alto Saxophone
Yamaha Tenor Saxophone

Yamaha Flute
Yamaha Clarinet
Yamaha Trumpet
Yamaha Cornet
Yamaha Trombone
Yamaha Alto Saxophone
Yamaha Tenor Saxophone

Yamaha Flute
Yamaha Clarinet
Yamaha Trumpet
Yamaha Cornet
Yamaha Trombone
Yamaha Alto Saxophone
Yamaha Tenor Saxophone

Optional insurance 
$9 per month

Optional insurance 
$39 per year

Optional insurance 
$69 per year

Optional insurance 
$6 per month

Optional insurance 
$25 per year

Optional insurance 
$40 per year

Get up to 24 months rental credited toward the 
purchase of your rental instrument. That’s DOUBLE 
what our main competitors offer! For an instrument 
hire application form, please visit the website, see 
in store, or call 0800 MUSIC1.

You can also download one directly from
www.musicworks.co.nz/instruments-to-hire

New zealand’s largest 
musical Instrument retailer

www.musicworks.co.nz - education@musicworks.
co.nz - 0800 687 421
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Get thousands of dollars 
back into your school
As well as great savings on a massive range of 
products, your school receives a further 5% back 
as MusicDollars*. So whether you are spending 
$100 or $100,000, you get more band for your 
budget! 

An example of MusicDollars through our 
rental programme: For every student that 
hires a Yamaha brass or wind instrument from 
MusicWorks, we will credit your school with 
MusicDollars. If a student hires an instrument for 
6 months, your school receives $10 in credit. If a 
student hires an instrument for the whole school 
year, your school receives $20 in credit.

Let’s say you have a school band of 100 students. 
Your school doesn’t have any instruments to hire 
to the students, so we supply instruments through 
our rental programme for the school year to you... 
Your school receives back $2,000 as MusicDollars 
credit!

An example of MusicDollars through our rental 
programme: Let’s say your school is looking to 
purchase a set of brass instruments, a P.A. and 
enough orchestral strings to set up an orchestra. 
Let’s also say the total cost of the instruments 
is $50,000. Our special education pricing would 
save you about $7,500. On top of that, your school 
would also receive around $2,000 credited as 
MusicDollars.
That’s a total saving of around $9,500! If you need 
help fundrasing to purchase instruments, turn to 
page 63 and find out how we can help!

It’s a good question!  Why should you choose 
MusicWorks over other music suppliers in 
New Zealand?
The best prices
We offer a special education pricing on our entire 
collection of musical instruments, from Marimbas 
to Electronic Drum Kits. We are the exclusive New 
Zealand importer of Yamaha, as well as many 
other world class brands. This means we will pass 
on greater savings directly to you, every time.

New Zealand’s finest instrument
hire programme
MusicWorks provides New Zealand’s only Yamaha 
approved rental programme. This gives you not 
only the backing of the world’s largest and most 
respected instrument manufacturer when you rent 
from us, but nationwide support from any of our 
30 stores. Your school also earns MusicDollars 
for every student that hires an instrument from 
us. Your students can hire a Yamaha brass or 
woodwind instrument from as little as $30 per 
month!

Full in-house service and repair
MusicWorks is the only NZ music instrument 
supplier that has full in-house service and repair 
facilities. The gives you the best back end support 
in the country AND the most competitive prices. 
Whether it’s brass, woodwinds, strings, pianos, 
guitars, percussion, amplifiers, P.A or electronics, 
MusicWorks has got your school covered.

Support and assistance
Our local dealers and our dedicated National 
Institutions Manager Daniel Doyle are always 
available to discuss the needs of your music 
programme. To speak to one of our education 
specialists, call 0800 687 421 or email education@
musicworks.co.nz and one of our team will respond 
as soon as possible.

Price Guarantee
The MusicWorks family is committed to providing 
the best possible prices in New Zealand. If you find 
a better price on an identical product elsewhere, 
call us on 0800 687 421, we guarantee we will 
beat that price every time!
* MusicDollars only apply to purchases of MusicWorks imported 
products. These include, but are not limited to, Yamaha, Ashton, 
Ibanez, Tama, Palatino, Manhasset. For a complete list of imported 
brands, please call your local MusicWorks Dealer.

WHY MUSICWORKS?
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5001

Designed especially for concert orchestras. Double 
lip provides convenient storage for bows, rosin, 
pencils, reeds, valve oil, and more. The vertical 
extension and desk dimensions are identical to the 
Symphony Stand.

Perfect for orchestras, school bands and individual 
musicians. Lightweight desk with magic finger clutch 
for easy and secure height adjustments.

One piece wide desk that holds 4 pages of music. 
Ideal for groups, private studios and conductors.

With the Voyager’s twist locking mechanism it only 
takes a second to assemble or remove the desk and 
with only two parts to keep track of, the Voyager can 
also be stored or transported in its own tote bag (sold 
separately). The Voyager desk is identical to the 
Symphony Stand desk (20” wide x 12 1/2” high).

Stable and rugged stand with V-shaped stackable 
base, durable ABS plastic desk, Magic Finger Clutch, 
no-knob height adjustment.

A must for every director. Unique double desk 
construction provides easily accessible music 
storage. The vertical extension and desk dimensions 
are identical to the Symphony Stand.

Designed with the needs of conductors in mind, the 
Regal stand is a double-shafted stand with a 32” 
wide and extremely stable base capable of holding 
larger scores. Features built-in accessory ledge and 
storage pocket behind the desk.

Holds up to 15 Manhasset 8101 Harmony Stands.

$120.00

$109.00

$130.00

$130.00

$130.00

$145.00

$240.00

$650.00

Manhasset

Manhasset

Manhasset

Manhasset

Manhasset

Manhasset

Manhasset

Manhasset

$102.00

4801

5101

5201

8101

4901

5401

1980

$92.65

$110.50

$110.50

$110.50

$123.25

$204.00

$552.24

Orchestral
Stand

Symphony Stand

Voyager Stand

Fourscore Stand

Harmony Stackable Stand

Director Stand

Regal Director Stand

Cart for Harmony Stands

$84.15

$99

Buy 6+ at only

Buy 6+
at only

incl GST
each

incl
GST

M
U
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 STA
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D

S

MANHASSET MUSIC STANDS

1910

Holds up to 25 concert music stands. The cart al-
lows easy racking and removal of music stands and 
provides convenient storage. $749.00

Manhasset Cart for Stands

6

RETAIL PRICE
including GST

EDUCATION PRICE
including GST

BULK 
DEAL!

BULK 
DEAL!

$636.49
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A new and improved 9” x 12” choral folder with seven 
elastic cords secured to the 1” spine. These cords 
conveniently hold current music and makes them 
readily available. Also features two generously-sized 
pockets to hold additional music.

Foldable, adjustable music stand, available in black, 
blue, green, purple or red. Includes bag.

Foldable, adjustable music stand with heavy duty 
tubular legs. Includes bag.

Enjoy the full size Manhasset music stand desk resting 
on any flat surface. Ideal for classroom, private studio, 
bellchoir and more! Rubber foot on back support 
and felt pads located beneath the lip prevent any 
scratching of table top or other surface.

The Wall Stand is designed for those applications where 
circumstances involve limited space and not enough 
room to conveniently use conventional stands. The 
Wall Stand is attached to the wall using a wall-mounted 
base plate. The actual stand easily connects to the base 
plate, and can be as easily disconnected.

The case is made of durable black ABS plastic, and 
it has ample clearance of even the taller scores of 
music. This multi-LED Lamp provides glare-free, full-
width, audience-shielded illumination, and offers the 
ultimate in attractive design and simplicity.

$31.50

$30.00

$49.95

$62.00

$73.00

$89.95

Manhasset

Ashton

Ashton

Manhasset

Manhasset

Manhasset

1600

MS3127

MS3129BX

5301

5601

1050

$25.50

$42.51

$52.70

$62.05

$76.46

Choral Folder

Tabletop Stand

Wall Stand

LED Lamp

MANHASSET MUSIC STANDS
M

U
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C
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D
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53D

The Drummer Stand’s dual clamp/dual swivel mounting 
system and its 16-inch shaft enable the device to be 
connected to all varieties of drumset tom mount hard-
ware, hi-hat/cymbal stands and percussion equipment 
racks. This allows the desk to be positioned with unlim-
ited variations exactly where the drummer needs it.

$125.00

Manhasset

$106.25

Drummer Stand

7

RETAIL PRICE
including GST

EDUCATION PRICE
including GST

MANHASSET MUSIC STANDS

$26.81

1920
Holds up to 15 short music stands. The cart allows 
easy racking and removal of music stands and 
provides convenient storage. $655.00

Manhasset

$556.49
Cart for Stands



Musicworks offers a full 
range of stringed instruments,

call 0800music1 for more
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MANHASSET MUSIC STANDS

PSI035VN

Student violin outfit. Hand carved spruce top, 
maple back and sides. 1/2 size.

Allegro series. Ebony fingerboards and pegs
with deluxe featherweight case. 1/2 size

Grade A ebony fittings with antique oil
satin finish. 4/4 only.

16” viola with solid hand carved spruce top,
maple back, sides and neck plus featherweight case.

Grade A ebony fittings and antique oil
satin finish.

$166.95

$187.95

$229.00

$250.00

$649.00

$285.00

$650.00

Palatino

Palatino

Palatino

Palatino

Palatino

$141.91

$159.76

VN95044

PSI035VA16

VA95016

$212.50

$551.49

$242.25

$552.50
Viola

Viola

Violin

Violin

Violin

RETAIL PRICE
including GST

EDUCATION PRICE
including GST

3/4 and 4/4 sizes.

3/4 and 4/4 sizes.

PSIS045VN

VIOLINS & VIOLAS
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MANHASSET MUSIC STANDS
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$194.49

WE WILL RESTRING
AND SET UP YOUR
NEW INSTRUMENT!

CALL 0800 MUSIC1 FOR DETAILS
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PSI035VC

VB004

Student cello outfit with 16” solid hand carved 
spruce top, maple back, sides and neck plus 
featherweight case. 3/4 size.

Student bass outfit.  Crack resistant spruce top 
and arched maple back with adjustable rock 
maple bridge.  Includes bow and padded carrying 
bag. 3/4 size.

Ebony fittings, inlaid purfling and an ebony frog bow 
with Mongolian horsehair and carrying bag. 1/2 size.

Grade A ebony fittings and antique oil
satin finish. 4/4 size only.

Constructed from the same spruce and maple as the 
acoustic uprights, this 40” bass features Piezo
transducer pickup, active tone and volume controls
and a headphone jack. Comes in black or sunburst.

$999.00

$1,395.00

$999.00

$1,595.00

$1,050.00

$1,100.00

$1,995.00

$1,595.00

Palatino

Palatino

Palatino

Palatino

Palatino

$849.15

$1,185.75

$849.15

$1,335.75

VC95044

VE500

$892.50

$935.00

$1,475.00

$1,355.75

Cello

Electric Upright

Cello

Cello

Double Bass

CELLOS & DOUBLE BASS

4/4 size.

4/4 sizes.

3/4 and 4/4 sizes.

PSI045VC
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RETAIL PRICE
including GST

EDUCATION PRICE
including GST
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CELLOS & DOUBLE BASS

Musicworks can offer set up and restRing
on any violin, Viola, cello, or double bass.

call 0800music1 for more!
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CELLOS & DOUBLE BASS STRING ACCESSORIES

Mongolian Hair Bow Rosewood stick. Brass 
ferrule. Pearl eye. All sizes.

$29.95

Palatino
PBO700VN44

Violin Bow

$25.45RETAIL PRICE including GST

EDUCATION PRICE 
including GST

Octagonal Brazilwood Full-lined Leather 
grip. Full-lined rosewood frog. All sizes.

$99.00

Palatino
PBO850VN44

$84.00RETAIL PRICE including GST

EDUCATION PRICE 
including GST

Mongolian Hair Bow Rosewood stick. 
Brass ferrule. Pearl eye.
All sizes.

$39.95

Palatino
PBO700VC44

Cello Bow

$33.96RETAIL PRICE including GST

EDUCATION PRICE 
including GST

Octagonal Brazilwood Full-lined Leather 
grip. Full-lined rosewood frog. All sizes.

$135.00

Palatino
PBO850VC44

$114.75RETAIL PRICE including GST

EDUCATION PRICE 
including GST

Hindersine violin rosin.

$7.50

Hindersine
HIRV3

Rosin

$6.38RETAIL PRICE including GST

EDUCATION PRICE 
including GST

Perlon core strings
for 1/4 and 1/2 size violins.

Palatino
PSPA011VNM

Strings

Mongolian Hair Bow Rosewood stick. 
Brass ferrule. Pearl eye.
16” 

$34.95

Palatino
PBO700VA16

Viola Bow

$29.70RETAIL PRICE including GST

EDUCATION PRICE 
including GST

Octagonal Brazilwood Full-lined Leather 
grip. Full-lined rosewood frog.
16”

$105.00

Palatino
PBO850VA16

$89.25RETAIL PRICE including GST

EDUCATION PRICE 
including GST

Mongolian Hair Bow Rosewood stick. 
Brass ferrule. Pearl eye. 3/4 French.

$79.95

Palatino
PBO700VB34F

Double Bass
Bow

$67.95RETAIL PRICE including GST

EDUCATION PRICE 
including GST

Violin shoulder rest, all sizes.

$42.00

Johnson
VIOVSRC

Shoulder
Rests

$35.70
RETAIL PRICE including GST

EDUCATION PRICE 
including GST

$26.50

$32.00

$22.53
$27.20

3/4 and 4/4 size violins.
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CELLOS & DOUBLE BASS

ABOVE IS ONLY A SELECTION OF OUR EXTENSIVE RANGE
OF ACCESSORIES AVAILABLE ONLINE AND IN STORE
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B2814BK
28” marching bass drum with 5 ply birch and
3 inner ply bubinga of 8mm, 14” deep with
10 die-cast lug.

32” x 14” 9-ply mahogany shells with sturdy birch 
and mahogany hoops. Wing type tuning bolts provide 
quick and precise tuning. Pictured with optional stand 
(not included).

36” x 16” concert bass drum with 10 ply birch and 
mahogany shell with high tension lugs and wing type 
tuning bolts for quick and precise tuning. Pictured 
with optional BS753 stand (not included).

36” x 16” concert bass drum with 8 ply birch/mahog-
any shell and black plastic wrapped finish. Pictured 
with optional BS753 stand (not included).

2.5 octave glockenspiel with alloy
aluminium bars.

2.5 octave glockenspiel with high carbon steel heat 
treated material.

2.5 octave concert bells with high-carbon steel mate-
rial and includes mallets and easy on/off hinge lid.

                                 1.5 octave chimes featuring          
                                  larger diameter chime tubes 
with extra wall thickness to produce a full, rich tone. 
The quick, positive pedal damper system has a lock 
to hold the damper open until it is easily released by 
touching the pedal. Heavy gauge steel uprights and 
crossbars reduce sway and increase stability during 
performance.

$1,295.00

$2,514.75

$3,950.00

$3,295.00

$14,375.00

Tama

Yamaha

Yamaha

Yamaha

Korogi

Korogi

Yamaha

Yamaha

$1,100.75
CB532A

CB736D

CB836C

KG32

UG320N

YG1210

CH500

$2,137.54

$3,357.00

$6,285.75

$420.00

$1,395.00

$2,800.75

$12,218.75

ORCHESTRAL PERCUSSION

Bass drum

Bass drum

Bass drum

Bass drum

Glockenspiel

Glockenspiel

Concert Bells

Symphonic Chimes

KV400

3 octave (C40-C76) vibraphone with high strength 
aluminium alloy bars, wide bars and full arch.

Korogi

$3,595.00
Vibraphone
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RETAIL PRICE
including GST

EDUCATION PRICE
including GST
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ORCHESTRAL PERCUSSION

$7,395.00

KOROGI
PERCUSSION
EXCLUSIVE TO
MUSICWORKS
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ORCHESTRAL PERCUSSION

3 octave (F33-F69) vibraphone with high strength 
aluminium alloy bars, wide bars and full arch.

2.5 octave Desktop Xylophone with Asian Padauk 
bars (includes STAND ST105).

3 octave xylophone with Asian Padauk bars and light 
steel foldable frame.

3.5 octave xylophone with Asian Padauk bars and 
light steel foldable frame.

3 octave Standard Padauk wood xylophone with 
C52-C88 range.

3.3 octave compact marimba with African
padouk bars. Fits on most folding keyboard stands.

$650.00

$3,495.00

Korogi

Korogi

Korogi

Korogi

Yamaha

Korogi

KV700

YV520WA

X32K

120K

UG550KF

YX30G

RM40

$5,195.00

$1,725.00

$2,195.00

$2,970.75

$1,395.00

Vibraphone

3 octave standard vibraphone with oversized swivel 
pedal for comfortable playing at all angles, quiet mo-
tor and locking casters. $6,295.00

Yamaha

$5,350.75
Vibraphone

Desktop Xylophone

Xylophone

Xylophone

Xylophone

Marimba

600K

3.5 octave marimba with African Padouk bars and 
adjustable height light steel frame.

3.5 octave standard Padauk marimba with 2 position 
resonator slots and height adjustable frame. $6,495.00

Korogi

Yamaha

$2,895.00
YM40

$5,520.75

Marimba

Marimba

RETAIL PRICE
including GST

EDUCATION PRICE
including GST
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Concert finger cymbals.

5 piece cup chime set. Stand sold separately.

18” light symphonic cymbal pair. Comes with straps.

18” medium symphonic cymbal pair. Comes with 
straps.

16” concert/marching cymbal pair. Paiste Alpha 
series.  Comes with straps.

$49.00

$749.00

$1,099.00

$1,099.00

$649.00

Paiste

Paiste

Paiste

Paiste

Paiste

PA12160002

PA1069109

PA4500418

PA4501618

PA2505016

$41.65

$636.65

$934.15

$934.15

$551.65

Finger Cymbals

Cup Chime

ORCHESTRAL PERCUSSION

PA223315026

26” symphonic gong.

32” symphonic gong.

Floor stand for 26/28” gong. Other sizes available.

$1,359.00

$1,995.00

$379.00

Paiste

Paiste

Paiste

$1,155.15
PA223315032

PA0012248228

$1,695.75

$322.15

Gong

Gong
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RETAIL PRICE
including GST

EDUCATION PRICE
including GST
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ORCHESTRAL PERCUSSION

WORLD LEADING BRANDS ON OFFER
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ORCHESTRAL PERCUSSION ORCHESTRAL PERCUSSION

Complete selection of mallets.

New aluminium kettle 4300 series timpani with new 
pedal balance spring mechanism to ensure that no 
slipping occurs. Under pedal caster and adjustable 
casters makes moving and adjusting the timpani so 
simple.  23”, 26”, 29” and 32” models. Pricing not 
available at time of printing.

New copper kettle 6300 series timpani with the firm 
core tone that only copper can provide. With new pedal 
balance spring mechanism to ensure that no slipping 
occurs. Under pedal caster and adjustable casters 
makes moving and adjusting the timpani so simple.  
20”, 23”, 26”, 29” and 32” models. Pricing not available 
at time of printing.

14” snare drum with stand, sticks and bag.

FROM

$200.00

Mike Balter

Yamaha

Yamaha

Maxtone

TP4300

TP6300

SDK

$34.00

$170.00
CSM1465

14” x 6.5” concert maple snare drum. $1,495.00
Yamaha

Tama

$1,270.75
TVA146SOAS

Snare Drum
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RETAIL PRICE
including GST

EDUCATION PRICE
including GST
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ORCHESTRAL PERCUSSION

Timpani

Timpani

from
$5,995.00

from
$7,495.00

from $5,095.75

from $6,370.75

$1,282.50

$1,282.50$1,425.00

$1,425.00

Tama Snare Drum

Tama

Snare Drum

TVA146SOWN

HS30S

Snare Drum Stand
Single braced snare drum stand with swiveling 
basket. $99.00 $84.00

14” x 6” solid ash stave snare drum.

14” x 6” solid walnut stave snare drum.

WORLD LEADING BRANDS ON OFFER
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Oak $313.65DRTTKO29

Ashton

Ashton

Ashton

Tycoon

Percussion Set

Percussion Set

Percussion Set

Cajon

CLASSROOM PERCUSSION

Hand drum with jingles, 4” triangle, maracas and a 
pair of claves.

Maracas, finger cymbals, hand drum with jingles, 4” 
triangle, egg shaker, wooden shaker, claves, hand 
jingle shaker and wrist bell shaker.

Hand drum with jingles, 8 note metallophone, ma-
racas, wooden 7 hold recorder, bell shaker, wooden 
clackers and a pair of finger cymbals

$54.00

$89.00

$99.00

$249.00

$369.00

PSET1

PSET4

PSET3

DRTTKS29

$45.88

$75.48

$84.50

$211.65

$230.27

$136.85

RT8102

RT8122

$270.89

$161.00

Double Bar Chimes (40 Bars - 2 
sets of 20)

“Studio” Bar Chimes (20 Bars - 2 
sets of 10)

RT8100

Single Bar Chimes (20 Bars)

“Studio” Bar Chimes (10 Bars)

Gold Bar Chimes (72 Bars - 2 sets of 36)

$185.00

$92.50

$399.00

RhythmTech

RhythmTech

Tycoon

$157.25

RT8120

DRTTIM72GN

$78.63

$339.15

Bar Chimes

Bar Chimes

Bar Chimes
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RETAIL PRICE
including GST

EDUCATION PRICE
including GST
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CLASSROOM PERCUSSION

RT8002 $6.72$7.90

“Eclipse Series” Bongos - Choice of colours

“Artist Series” Bongos - Choice of colours

$175.00

$199.00

RhythmTech

Tycoon

RT5600

DRTTB80

$148.75

$169.15

Bongos

Bongos

Hardwood Claves (Pair)

RhythmTech Claves - Fibreglass
$47.50

RhythmTech

P13

RT8200

$40.38
Claves

RT8002 $50.58$59.50RhythmTech Piccolo Cabasa

DRTTSAMN

Tycoon Cabasa - Medium $99.00
Tycoon

$84.15
Cabasas

RT8002

Full size.

$6.80

$6.72

$10.97

P30

SPI185

SPI186

$8.00

$7.90

$12.90

Round Wooden (Pair)

Single on Handle

Double on Handle

Round Plastic (Pair) $3.50
Castanets

P31

$2.98
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C
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visit our education showroom 
at www.musicworks.co.nz
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Full size. $718.25

$930.75

$424.15

DRTTC91

DRTTC93

DRTTCJBN

$845.00

$1,095.00

$499.00

Tycoon “Artist Series” 10” & 11” 
Congas (inc. single stands) - Choice 
of colours

Tycoon “Artist Series” 11”, 11.75” & 
12.5” Congas (inc. single stands) - 
Choice of colours

Tycoon “Junior” Congas - 8” & 9” (inc. 
double stand)

Full size.

Full size.

$126.65

$58.65

$220.15

DRTTAJ06

DRTTAJ10

$149.00

$69.00

$259.00

Tycoon “African Series” 6”
Djembe - Rope Tuned

Wooden Guiro

Tycoon “African Series” 10” Djembe 
- Rope Tuned

Plastic Guiro - Choice of colours $49.00
Guiros

DRTTPGW

$41.65
DRTTWG

17

$62.05$73.00Tama 8” Cowbell

Full size. $20.44

$22.56

$52.54

CWB7

CWB8

TSC6

TSC8

$24.00

$26.50

$62.00

Ashton 7” Cowbell

Ashton 8” Cowbell

Tama 6” Cowbell

CLASSROOM PERCUSSION

6” Cowbell $22.50
Ashton Cowbells CWB6

$19.15
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RETAIL PRICE
including GST

EDUCATION PRICE
including GST
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access to millions of dollars of funding
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CLASSROOM PERCUSSION

Full size. $22.56

$22.56

MA2

MA3

$26.50

$26.50

Ashton Medium

Ashton Medium

Large $26.50
Maracas MA1

$22.56
Ashton

Full size.

$55.25

$84.15

DRTTBW10D

DRTTBWHD

$65.00

$99.00

Tycoon Wooden Double Headless 
Tambourine

Tycoon Wooden Headed
Tambourine

Full size. $20.44

$46.79

HNT20D

TH1016

$24.00

$55.00

Ashton - Double - Choice of colours

Ashton 10” Headed Tambourine

Single - Choice of colours $21.00
Tambourines

HNT16S

$17.83
Ashton

RT8002 $19.53$23.00Ashton Metal Shaker

EJB

Shaker Egg $2.30
Ashton

$1.96
Shakers

SHSIL
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RETAIL PRICE
including GST

EDUCATION PRICE
including GST

CLASSROOM PERCUSSION

access to millions of dollars of funding

$41.65
DRTTBW

$49.00Tycoon Wooden Headless
Tambourine
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Full size. $9.75

$76.03

TR7

RT6000

$11.50

$89.45

7” Triangle

RhythmTech Trigger Triangle (mount 
sold separately)

6” Triangle

$9.95
TR6

$8.48
Triangles

CLASSROOM PERCUSSION

Full size. $42.42

$78.16

AX25K

AX27K

$49.90

$91.95

Angel 25 note glockenspiel.

Angel 27 note glockenspiel.

12 note metallophone. $22.95 $19.53
Glockenspiels

MTP12Ashton

Full size.

$44.19

$41.65

$50.15

PBL4

DRTTTBH

DRTTTBL

$52.50

$49.00

$59.00

Ashton Pitch Block - Low

Tycoon Tempo Block - High

Tycoon Tempo Block - Low

Pitch Block - High $41.90
Wood Blocks

PBH3

$35.60
Ashton
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Write the Theme Song for NZ Music Month 2015

BROUGHT TO YOU BY:

www.hooklineandsingalong.com

MENZA
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MARCHING PERCUSSION

Tama is applying its four decades 
of high-quality drum-making 

expertise to the marching drum 
market.We intend to serve 
marching percussion artists by 
solving the design problems 
left unaddressed by the status 

quo equipment makers. These 
solutions will maximize the 
drummer’s comfort, safety, and 
performance, contributing to a 
richer performance experience.
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B1412SKSGW

B1409SLK

Code

14” x 12” 4 ply birch + 3 inner ply bubinga 6mm. 
12 lugs, 2 buzz killer mutes.

14” x 9” 4 ply birch + 3 inner ply bubinga 6mm. 
12 lugs, 2 buzz killer mutes.

Description

$1,025.95

$1,025.95

Education 
Price incl. GST

$1,207.00

$1,207.00

Retail Price 
incl. GST
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B1414BK

B8203TK

CSASD

B1814BK

B668023TK

CSABD

B2214BK

B60234TK

HMTN79W

B2614BK

B660234TK

B1614BK

B68023TLK

CSATN

B2014BK

B0234TK

HMSD79W

B2414BK

B80234TK

TMBD79WS

B2814BK

B680234TK

Code

Code

Code

14” 5ply birch + 3 inner ply bubinga 8mm. 14” 
deep, 8 die-cast lugs.

Small quad 8-10-12-13. Adjustable angle, die 
cast lugs, edge guard incl.

Snare drum carrier, belly pad, 2 way support 
bar, safety lock mount.

18” 5ply birch + 3 inner ply bubinga 8mm. 14” 
deep, 8 die-cast lugs.

Small sextet 6-6-8-10-12-13. Adjustable angle, 
die cast lugs, edge guard incl.

Bass drum carrier, belly pad, 2 way support bar, 
safety lock mount.

22” 5ply birch + 3 inner ply bubinga 8mm. 14” 
deep, 10 die-cast lugs.

Large quint 6-10-12-13-14. Adjustable angle, 
die cast lugs, edge guard incl.

Tenor stand.  360° positioning, fold and position-
ing bar, anti-shake support.

26” 5ply birch + 3 inner ply bubinga 8mm. 14” 
deep, 10 die-cast lugs.

Large sextet 6-6-10-12-13-14. Adjustable angle, 
die cast lugs, edge guard incl.

16” 5ply birch + 3 inner ply bubinga 8mm. 14” 
deep, 8 die-cast lugs.

Small quint 6-8-10-12-13. Adjustable angle, die 
cast lugs, edge guard incl.

Tenor drum carrier, belly pad, 2 way support 
bar, safety lock mount.

20” 5ply birch + 3 inner ply bubinga 8mm. 14” 
deep, 10 die-cast lugs.

Large quad 10-12-13-14. Adjustable angle, die 
cast lugs, edge guard incl.

Snare stand.  360° positioning, anti-shake 
bumper, upside down setting.

24” 5ply birch + 3 inner ply bubinga 8mm. 14” 
deep, 10 die-cast lugs.

Large quint 8-10-12-13-14. Adjustable angle, 
die cast lugs, edge guard incl.

Bass stand.  360° positioning, safety lock mount 
to prevent wobbling.

28” 5ply birch + 3 inner ply bubinga 8mm. 14” 
deep, 10 die-cast lugs.

Large sextet 6-8-10-12-13-14. Adjustable angle, 
die cast lugs, edge guard incl.

Description

Description

Description

$677.41

$1,391.41

$399.50

$793.43

$1,837.65

$408.00

$936.23

$1,691.28

$284.75

$1,066.54

$1,917.98

$722.03

$1,602.04

$408.00

$918.38

$1,512.79

$284.75

$977.29

$1,709.14

$240.08

$1,114.73

$2,007.23

Education 
Price incl. GST

Education 
Price incl. GST

Education 
Price incl. GST

$796.95

$1,636.95

$470.00

$933.45

$2,161.95

$480.00

$1,101.45

$1,989.75

$335.00

$1,254.75

$2,256.45

$849.45

$1,884.75

$480.00

$1,080.45

$1,779.75

$270.00

$1,149.75

$2,010.75

$282.45

$1,311.45

$2,361.45

Retail Price 
incl. GST

Retail Price 
incl. GST

Retail Price 
incl. GST

CLASSROOM PERCUSSION
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DRUM KITS

TDR322Ashton drum kits are a great and affordable way to 
get into your first kit. Good quality metal components 
and hardware with colours to suit all tastes. 5-piece 
kits come with everything you need to get started.

                             The total package for schools
                              looking at the basics plus a little 
more. The d2 includes shallow toms, in a contemporary 
size configuration. When you’re ready to expand, d2 
is right there with you, 8” and 14” add on tom pack 
available separately, with all necessary mounting 
hardware. A cut above the rest! Cymbals sold 
separately.

                         Precise bearing edges provide easy tuning
                         that beginners need and the wide tuning range 
that pros demand. TAMA’s original Accu-Tune Bass Drum 
Hoops offer lighter weight and faster, more consis-tent tuning 
than traditional metal hoops. The hardware is equipped with 
double-braced legs for increased stability. TAMA Rhythm Mate 
drums are breaking all the rules for entry level kits. Includes 
cymbals.

                             Journeyman 5 piece drum kit. The 
                             Journeyman series offers custom 
features, at touring quality, at an entry-level price! 
Its 18x22 bass drum, standard in all configurations, 
is a street sweeper - and is complemented by the 
authoritative crack of the 7x13 snare. 100% basswood 
shells offer enhanced projection and bright tone, similar 
to maple. Cymbals sold separately. Includes hardware.

Tama Imperialstar 5 piece be-bop drum kit. Cymbals 
sold separately.

                              

While resonating readily, these deep and powerful 
drums have shorter sustain - a property that’s already 
endearing this kit to recording engineers, live sound 
men, and the drummers they support. Includes 
hardware (RXHP).

                                    

The new Yamaha GigMaker drum set is exactly what 
any beginner or intermediate player would love to play. 
This drum set utilizes all Yamaha hardware featuring 
hex tom ball joints. Includes hardware.

$620.00

$825.00

$949.00

$1,199.00

$999.00

$2,023.95

$1,199.00

Ashton

ddrum

Tama

ddrum

Tama

ddrum

Yamaha

$527.00

RM50H4C

IP58H4

REFLEXRSL225PC

GM2F5BL

D2B

$807.55

$1,019.15

$849.15

$1,720.36

$1,015.75

RETAIL PRICE
including GST

EDUCATION PRICE
including GST
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DRUM KITS

$701.25

JMR522
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DRUM KITS
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ELECTRONIC DRUM KITS

RHYTHMVXThe Rhythm VX delivers great sound and 
reliability from studio to stage with USB 
recording, 10 presets and 5 programmable
kits, 40 preset patterns, integrated 
metronome and programmable click.

The DTX400K features 10 legendary drum kits and 
training functions plus newly developed drum pads, 
large cymbals and new silent kick unit.

         The DD1 Electronic Drum Kit is 
         a full featured electronic kit, ready 
to play right out of the box. A great first electronic kit, 
the DD1 comes complete with the DD1M Module that 
has 30 editable onboard kits so that you can go from 
a hard rock groove to a Caribbean beat or a custom 
groove with a simple push of a button.

The DTX450K features 10 custom drum kits and 
training functions with a newly developed 3-zone 
snare pad and real bass drum pedal action.

The DTX522K features our DTX-PAD snare with 
newly developed tom pads, exclusive 3-zone
hi-hat and cymbal pads, plus the incredible sounds 
and features of the DTX502 module
in an affordable kit configuration.

The DTX542K features all DTX-PADs for snare and 
toms plus our exclusive 3-zone hi-hat pad as well as 
3-zone choke-able ride and crash cymbals.

Conceived to be the first step in a drummer’s journey. 
The kit features a streamlined module, boasting 100 
usable drum kit sounds. The sounds cover all the 
basics, including symphonic and Latin percussion 
patches. You will find these and more, in the 32 pre-set 
kits that are standard on the DDBeta.

$825.00

$1,050.00

$1,250.00

$1,595.00

$2,395.00

$3,150.00

$840.00

Ashton

Yamaha

ddrum

Yamaha

Yamaha

Yamaha

ddrum 

$701.10

DTX400K

DD1

DTX450K

DTX522K

DTX542K

DDBETA

$1,062.50

$1,354.95

$2,034.97

$2,676.71

$714.00

RETAIL PRICE
including GST

EDUCATION PRICE
including GST
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CYMBALS & ACCESSORIES

$123.25
PA0141620

$145.0020” ride, 101 series.

Paiste PST3 cymbal pack with 14” hi-hats, 16” crash 
and 20” ride.

Paiste PST5 deluxe cymbal pack with 14”
medium hi-hats, 16” medium crash and 20”
ride.

Hickory drumsticks 5A and 7A.
Maple drumsticks 5A and 7A.

Maple drumsticks. Two pack.

With a rubber rebound pad for realistic play, cymbal 
stand not included.

$420.00

$640.00

from
$10.50

$12.50

$24.00

Paiste

Paiste

Tama

Ashton

Ashton

PA063USET

PA068USET

HRM5A
HRM7A
MRM5A
MRM7A

DST5A
DST5B
DST7A

DPP1

$357.00

$544.00

$8.93

$20.44

Cymbal Pack

Cymbal Pack

Drumsticks

Drumsticks

Practice Pad

Full size. $79.47

$106.25

$114.75

PA0141416

PA0144618

PA0144014

$93.50

$125.00

$135.00

16” crash, 101 series.

18” crash/ride, 101 series.

14” hi-hats, 101 series.

Paiste 101 cymbal pack with 14” hi-hats and 18” 
crash/ride. $249.00

Cymbal Pack PA014ES14

$211.65
Paiste

D
R
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M

S

RETAIL PRICE
including GST

EDUCATION PRICE
including GST
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CYMBALS & ACCESSORIES

$10.60

full range of drumsticks from
Tama, Los Cabos and ashton
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CYMBALS & ACCESSORIES

TDP7SThe ultimate in portability and provides players with 
a wealth of sound. The 7” top surface, made of an 
elastic material, provides a quieter sound while the 
bottom surface utilizes harder material for a louder 
sound. The snappy snare sound can be easily turned 
on and off by turning over the built-in plate.

Wide range, instore and online! Ask us about our 
re-skin options!

Single braced padded drum throne.

Single chain kick pedal.

Stage master snare stand, single braced.

Stage master hi-hat stand, double braced.

Stage Master straight cymbal stand, single braced.

FROM
$82.50

         FROM ONLY

$79.95

$94.00

$99.00

$155.00

$94.00

Tama

Aquarian & Remo

Tama

Tama

Tama

Tama

Tama

$69.97

HT10

HP10

HS30S

HH35W

HC32S

$20.40

$67.96

$79.90

$84.15

$131.75

$79.90

Practice Pad

Drum Heads

Throne

Pedal

Snare Stand

Hi-hat Stand

Cymbal Stand

RETAIL PRICE
including GST

EDUCATION PRICE
including GST
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ABOVE IS ONLY A SELECTION OF 
OUR EXTENSIVE RANGE OF ACCESSORIES 

AVAILABLE ONLINE AND IN STORE
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RCR10

3 piece plastic with soft carry case.

The same solid construction as the YRS24B,
available in translucent candy colours blue, green 
and pink.

The world’s most popular school recorder.
Solid 3 piece ABS resin construction with
fingering chart & cloth carry bag. Baroque
system in the key of C. Buy bulk and save!

Baroque system in F with an arched
windway for better breath control.

Baroque system in C with an arched
windway for better breath control.

Baroque C recorder with an ebony
imitation finish and arched windway.

Alto recorder resembling the famous
Rottenburgh recorders in the key of F

Similar to the YRA302B with a noble
Makassar ebony style coating.
In the key of F

$7.50

$16.50

$13.95

$41.95

$47.50

$52.50

$52.50

$79.00

Ashton

Yamaha

Yamaha

Yamaha

Yamaha

Yamaha

Yamaha

Yamaha

 $6.37

YRS20

YRS24B

YRS302B

YRS312B

YRS314BII

YRA302B

YRA312B

$550

$14.01

$11.88

$35.70

$40.41

$44.62

$44.62

$67.15

Special 
discounted 
price for a

RECORDERS

Descant/Soprano

Descant/Soprano

Descant/Soprano

Descant/Soprano

Descant/Soprano

Alto

Alto

box of 
50

YRT304B

In the key of C with an arched windway
for better breath control. $140.00
Yamaha

 $119.26
Tenor

W
O
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D
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D

RETAIL PRICE
including GST

EDUCATION PRICE
including GST
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BULK 
DEAL!

EX-RENTALS
QUALITY BRANDS
CALL 0800 MUSIC1 FOR DETAILS
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RECORDERS

YRN302B

A newly developed sopranino recorder with a 
brilliant tone. It sounds rich and even throughout 
the registers and is capable of rich expression.

Great beginner instrument for early flute
lessons made from sturdy ABS resin.

ABS Resin in the key of F with curved neck.

Brilliant and beautiful tone.

$29.00

$21.00

$399.00

$18.50

Yamaha

Yamaha

Yamaha

Yamaha

 $24.70

 $17.83
YRB302B

YRN22B

YRF21

$339.00

$15.75

Sopranino

Fife

Bass

Sopranino

YOB241

Constructed from ABS resin and featuring a simpli-
fied Conservatoire system, making it
easy to play for beginners.

Made of top quality aged and seasoned
grenadilla wood for a rich professional
sound

Like all Schreiber bassoons, this beginner
model is made from mountain maple wood 
and equipped with silver-plated keys.

The pro-Yamaha 811, with its thinner body wall offers 
an elegant, gentle sound but with a clear focus for 
tonal projection.

$3,995.00

Yamaha

Yamaha

Schreiber

Yamaha

YOB431M

S10

YFG811

$3,396.00

$9,005.75

POA

POA

Bassoon

Oboe

Oboe

Bassoon

$10,595.00

RETAIL PRICE
including GST

EDUCATION PRICE
including GST

EX-RENTALS
QUALITY BRANDS
CALL 0800 MUSIC1 FOR DETAILS

DOUBLE REED
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FLUTES

FL10
Silver plated flute with carry case,
cleaning rod and cloth.

Excellent student level flute.  Silver plated with a rich 
tone. Free blowing makes it easier to learn on, with 
an offset G and split E mechanism.

Curved headjoint for younger students
ideal for entry level flutes.

Silver headjoint with offset G, covered keys and split 
E mechanism.

Open hole flute with silver headjoint,
offset G and split E.

$419.00

$999.00

$350.00

$2,495.00

$2,595.00

Ashton

Yamaha

Yamaha

Yamaha

Yamaha

$355.99
YFL211S

FHJ200U

YFL311

YFL371

$845
$852.41

$2,121.01

$2,206.01

Buy 2+
at only

incl GST
each

Silver plated headjoint and keys with 
ABS resin body and split E. $2,095.00
Yamaha

YPC32

$1,780.75
Piccolo

YFLB441

Made from gold brass, making the flute much 
lighter while still creating a rich and colourful 
sound.

G alto flute with gold brass headjoint, body and 
footjoint with Sterling silver lip plate.

Yamaha

Yamaha

 POA
YFLA421

POA

Bass Flute

Alto Flute

Professional model with Grenadilla
headjoint and body with split E. $2,495.00

Yamaha
YPC62

$2,121.01
Piccolo

W
O
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D
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D

RETAIL PRICE
including GST

EDUCATION PRICE
including GST

W
O
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FLUTES HIRE A FLUTE
FOR AS LITTLE AS
$20 PER MONTH
SEE PAGES 3-4 FOR MORE DETAILS!

BULK 
DEAL!

$297.50
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CLARINETS

CL10
17 hole ebonite body with nickel plated keys for a 
smooth action, cleaning cloth and case included.

The ideal student Bb clarinet that doesn’t
compromise price for quality. Made from
durable ABS resin with adjustable thumb
rest for comfort and nickel silver keys.

Grenadilla body with nickel plated keys,
ligature and mouthpiece cap

Grenadilla body with silver plated keys,
ligature and mouthpiece cap

Professional model with grenadilla
body, silver plated keys, ligature
and mouthpiece cap.

Eb Clarinet with ABS Resin body and
a consistent response throught
the range.

Professional series Eb Alto Clarinet with
Grenadilla body and silver plated keys
and bell.

Bb bass clarinet with a range to low Eb
and an ABS resin body and nickel
plated fittings.

$315.00

$999.00

$2,195.00

$2,695.00

$3,150.00

$1,795.00

$6,150.00

Ashton

Yamaha

Yamaha

Yamaha

Yamaha

Yamaha

Yamaha

Yamaha

 $267.59
YCL255

YCL450N

YCL450

YCL650

YCL280

YCL631II

YCL221II

$776
$849.15

$1,865.75

$2,290.75

$2,680.92

$1,526.01

POA

$5,350.75

Buy 2+
at only

incl GST
each

Eb Clarinet

Alto Clarinet

Bass Clarinet

HIRE A CLARINET
FOR AS LITTLE AS
$20 PER MONTH
SEE PAGES 3-4 FOR MORE DETAILS!

RETAIL PRICE
including GST

EDUCATION PRICE
including GST
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BULK 
DEAL!
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This saxophone offers a perfect start because it’s
designed with the young beginner in mind. Features
a new neck receiver with a durable screw that
promotes a quick response whilst being very robust.

Hand engraved and able to fit custom necks
with adjustable thumb hook, and an improved low 
B-C# connection.

This soprano offers professional qualities at an inter-
mediate price. It offers outstanding response, tone 
and intonation, as well as
comfortable playability.

$3,695.00

$3,995.00

$4,695.00

Yamaha

Yamaha

Yamaha

YTS280

YTS480

YSS475II

$3,210.00

$3,473.95

$3,991.00

Tenor

Tenor

Soprano

SAXOPHONES

SX10

An excellent student model, as used in our hire 
fleet of instruments. Comes complete with neck 
strap and a rugged canvas case.

The quality of tone and playability on a Yamaha 
saxophone is second to none. This new model has a 
redesigned neck, improved B-C#
mechanism and adjustable thumb-rest.

Gold lacquer with adjustable thumb hook,
high F# and front F

Hand engraved and able to fit custom necks with 
adjustable thumb hook, high F# and front F.

This new model tenor saxophone is not only less 
expensive than it’s predecessor, but features a rede-
signed neck, improved B-C# mechanism
and adjustable thumb-rest.

$945.00

$1,995.00

$2,795.00

$3,495.00

$3,195.00

Ashton

Yamaha

Yamaha

Yamaha

Yamaha

 $803.09
YAS26

YAS280

YAS480

YTS26

$1,695.75

$2,375.75

$2,970.75

$2,778.26

Alto

Alto

Alto

$1,410

$2,640

Buy 2+
at only

Buy 2+
at only

+GST
each

incl GST
each

YBS32

With professional qualities at an intermediate price, 
Yamaha baritone saxes feature a specially designed 
octave mechanism for ease of play and smooth 
octave transitions. $9,995.00

Yamaha

 $8,601.64

Baritone
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SAXOPHONES HIRE A SAXOPHONE
FOR AS LITTLE AS
$35 PER MONTH
SEE PAGES 3-4 FOR MORE DETAILS!

BULK 
DEAL!

BULK 
DEAL!

Alto

Tenor
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WOODWIND ACCESSORIES

Bb clarinet reed, single 
1.5 JCR0115

Bb clarinet reed, 3 pack
1.5 JCR0115/3PACK

Alto sax reeds, single 
1.5 JSR6115

Alto sax reeds, 3 pack
1.5 JSR6115/3PACK

Tenor sax reeds, 3 pack
1.5 JSR7115/3PACK

$4.00
$10.50
$4.70
$13.00
$21.50

Juno
Reeds by Vandoren

$3.40
$8.93
$4.00
$11.05
$18.28

Round base flute stand.

$37.00

Ashton
FLS50

Flute Stand

$31.45
RETAIL PRICE
including GST

EDUCATION PRICE
including GST

Easy all in one care & maintenance packs 
from Ashton.  Available for flute, clarinet 
and saxophone.

$29.00

Cleaning Kit
SMP100

$24.65

EDUCATION PRICE
including GST

EDUCATION PRICE
including GST

Chromatic clip-on tuner.

Ashton
CPT50

$19.95 $16.96

DISCOUNT ON BULK ORDER 

Clarinet mouthpiece, helps obtain a well-
balanced tone over all octaves, for profes-
sionals and beginners alike

$78.00

Yamaha
CL4C

Mouthpiece

$66.56

EDUCATION PRICE
including GST

Alto sax mouthpiece, Powerful volume and 
rich tonal variations, excellent for experi-
enced players.

$72.00

Yamaha
AS4C

Mouthpiece

$61.20

EDUCATION PRICE
including GST

Chromatic Tuner.

$29.95

Ashton
CT170

Tuner

$25.45

EDUCATION PRICE
including GST

Sturdy metal tripod with foam padding for 
protection.

$34.00

Ashton
SXS50

Saxophone Stand

$28.87
RETAIL PRICE
including GST

EDUCATION PRICE
including GST

EDUCATION PRICE
including GST

Flute Rod cleaner.

$6.50

Yamaha
001C

Flute Rod

$5.53
RETAIL PRICE
including GST

RETAIL PRICE
including GST

EDUCATION PRICE
including GST

RETAIL PRICE
including GST

RETAIL PRICE
including GST

RETAIL PRICE
including GST

RETAIL PRICE
including GST

RETAIL PRICE
including GST

BULK 
DEAL!

BULK 
DEAL!

ABOVE IS ONLY A SELECTION OF OUR EXTENSIVE RANGE
OF ACCESSORIES AVAILABLE ONLINE AND IN STORE
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Reversed tuning slide, two piece yellow brass bell 
and new pistons, caps and buttons.

New tuning slides, two piece gold brass bell, new 
pistons, caps and buttons.

Bb cornet with round lead-pipe for improved sound 
and playability.

We have a limited number of ex-rental trumpets
for sale! Call us now on 0800 MUSIC1 to check
availability.

Bb student model flugelhorn with accurate 
intonation and easy playability.

$1,495.00

$1,595.00

$1,295.00

FROM ONLY

$1,995.00

Yamaha

Yamaha

Yamaha

Ex-Rental

Yamaha

YTR3335

YTR4335GII

YCR2330III

YFH2310

$1,270.75

$1,355.75

$1,100.91

$450.00

$1,695.97

Trumpet

Trumpet

Trumpet

Cornet

Flugelhorn

B
R

A
SS

RETAIL PRICE
including GST

EDUCATION PRICE
including GST

B
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TRUMPETS, CORNETS & FLUGELHORNS

HIRE A TRUMPET FOR AS LITTLE AS $20 
PER MONTH. SEE PAGES 3-4 FOR DETAILS. 

The perfect starter instrument for students with highly 
durable monel alloy pistons with newly designed 
piston buttons and bottom caps. $995.00

Yamaha
YTR2330S

$845.75

Buy 2+
at only

incl GST
each$800

TR10
An excellent value student trumpet which 
includes a cleaning cloth, valve oil and a sturdy 
carry case. $399.00

Ashton

$339.00
Trumpet

BULK 
DEAL!

Trumpet
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The most popular student model trombone in NZ.  
Free blowing with a light and smooth slide action and 
silver finish $1,495.00

Yamaha

$1,271.15

Buy 2+
at only

incl GST
each

BULK 
DEAL!

$1,195

32
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TROMBONESHIRE A TROMBONE
FOR AS LITTLE AS
$30 PER MONTH
SEE PAGES 3-4 FOR MORE DETAILS!

TROMBA
Plastic trombone with fibreglass slide, fits regular 
brass mouthpieces.

We have a limited number of ex-rental Yamaha 
YSL154 trombones for sale! Call us now on 0800 
687 421 to check availability.

Valve trombone with piston valves.

Intermediate series with medium-large bore.

Professional model with hand-hammered
bell for quick response.

Bb/F bass trombone with gold-brass bell.

Bb/C compact trombone, perfect size
for smaller children

$250.00

$2,195.00

$2,795.00

Tromba

Yamaha

Yamaha

Yamaha

Yamaha

Yamaha

Yamaha

$212.50
EXRENTALTROMBONE

YSL354E

YSL445G

YSL630

YBL421G

YSL350C

FROM ONLY    $750

$1,355.75

$1,865.93

$2,376.01

$3,395.75

$2,549.15

Tenor Trombone

Bass Trombone

Valve Trombone

Tenor Trombone

Compact Trombone

Tenor Trombone

Tenor Trombone

$1,595.00

$3,995.00

$2,999.00

RETAIL PRICE
including GST

EDUCATION PRICE
including GST

TRUMPETS, CORNETS & FLUGELHORNS

YSL154S

BULK 
DEAL!
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HORNS

YHR314

Single french horn in F, lightweight
and responsive.

Has comfortable weight and balance, as well as 
accurate intonation and immediate response. An 
A+ stop valve is included to eliminate the need to 
transpose during stopped passages.

3 valve Bb Euphonium ideal for younger
players due to its light weight.

4 valve Bb intermediate series Euphonium.

Standard series Eb tenor horn with 3 valves.

Neo series hand crafted Eb tenor horn.

Intermediate series Bb baritone with 3 valves.

Professional series Bb baritone with 3 top valves and 
1 side action.

Standard series Bb tuba, silver plated with top action 
pistons and convertible lead pipe for marching.

$4,595.00

$4,395.00

$5,595.00

$5,795.00

$2,995.00

$7,344.75

$3,995.00

$5,995.00

$8,195.00

Yamaha

Yamaha

Yamaha

Yamaha

Yamaha

Yamaha

Yamaha

Yamaha

Yamaha

$3,905.75

YHR322II

YEP201S

YEP321S

YAH203

YAH803S

YBH301S

YBH621S

YBB105

$3,735.75

$4,755.75

$4,925.75

$2,545.94

$6,243.04

$3,395.75

$5,095.96

$6,965.75

French Horn

French Horn

Euphonium

Euphonium

Tenor Horn

Tenor Horn

Baritone

Baritone

Tuba

B
R

A
SS

RETAIL PRICE
including GST

EDUCATION PRICE
including GST
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EX-RENTALS
QUALITY BRANDS
CALL 0800 MUSIC1 FOR DETAILS

ABOVE IS ONLY A SELECTION OF OUR EXTENSIVE RANGE
OF ACCESSORIES AVAILABLE ONLINE AND IN STORE
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BRASS ACCESSORIES

TR11C4
Clean bite and well-balanced rim for 
all-around playing. Standard model for 
beginners and advanced players.

Flugelhorn mouthpiece

Trombone Mouthpiece 48A

Outstanding overall balance for all genres.

Chromatic Tuner. For all your band tuning.

$85.00

$95.00

$99.00

$89.00

$29.95

Yamaha

Yamaha

Yamaha

Yamaha

Ashton

$72.25

$80.75

FH114F

SL48A

CR14B4L

CT170

$84.15

$75.65

$25.45

Cornet Mouthpiece

Trumpet
Mouthpiece

Tuner

Flugelhorn Mouthpiece

Trombone Mouthpiece

032C
016C
037C
016CL
005C
005CL
014C
009C
017C
029C
014CL
056C
011C
010C
012C
022C
021C

Code

Cleaner Rod Trombone Metal N10000673
Cleaner Slide Grease Stick N10004730

Cleaner Mouthpiece Spray N10000694
Cleaner Slide Grease Pot N10004731

Cleaner Valve Oil Reg N10004093
Cleaner Valve Oil Light N10004094
Cleaner Mouthpiece Brush S N10000707

Cleaner Slide Cream Trom N10000736

Cleaner Brass Soap N10000796
Cleaner Tuning Slide Oil N10004732

Cleaner Mouthpiece Brush L N10000706

Cleaner Neck Brush Sax N10003852

Cleaner Rotor Oil N10004738

Cleaner Water Spray Trom N10003748

Cleaner Trumpet Small Flexible MM48

Cleaner Flexible Trom N10000682
Cleaner Tuba/Euph Flexible Large MM49

Description

$10.17
$13.50

$12.75
$14.40

$14.40
$14.40
$15.90

$14.40

$14.40
$14.40

$15.30

$17.84

$16.96

$18.65

$22.00

$27.99
$25.49

Education 
Price inkl. GST

$12.00
$15.95

$15.00
$16.95

$16.95
$16.95
$17.95

$16.95

$16.95
$16.95

$17.95

$21.00

$19.95

$21.95

$25.90

$32.95
$21.95

Retail Price 
incl. GST
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RETAIL PRICE
including GST

EDUCATION PRICE
including GST

ABOVE IS ONLY A SELECTION OF OUR EXTENSIVE RANGE
OF ACCESSORIES AVAILABLE ONLINE AND IN STORE
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GRAND PIANOS

GP148A111
The most affordable baby grand piano 
on the market. Great value for money 
at 4’8” available in a range of colours 
black, white, mahogany brown, walnut.

A well known Australian brand, now 
produced by Pearl River in China, one 
of the largest and respected piano 
manufacturers in the world.

Comes with matching bench and ten 
year warranty. Bevelled-leg style also 
available.

Unparalleled in their beauty and musi-
cal range, grand pianos are the ulti-
mate expression of the piano maker’s 
art. Yamaha is proud to present a 
comprehensive line of incomparable 
grands, reflecting the very latest in 

Yamaha acoustic and
technological advances.
The beautiful GC1 combines the du-
plex scaling and rich tonal character of 
the coveted C1 grand with cost-saving 
advantages in materials and produc-

tion to create an instrument that’s both 
exceptionally expressive and uncom-
monly affordable.

$11,995.00

$23,995.00

Beale

Yamaha

$10,196.02

$23,836.82

GC1PE

4’8”

5’3”

WE GUARANTEE WE WILL GIVE YOU
THE MOST COMPETITIVE PRICING
ON ANY EQUIVALENT GRAND PIANO IN NEW ZEALAND

Call 0800 687 421 now.

Incorporating the exceptional design 
concept of Yamaha’s coveted C Series, 
the beautiful GB1 produces a broad 
dynamic range with superb sound. Now, 

thanks to cost-saving advantages and 
substantial refinements in materials 
and production, this expressive and 
uncommonly affordable instrument is 

better than ever.

RETAIL PRICE
including GST

EDUCATION PRICE
including GST
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GRAND PIANOS

        $17,995.00 $16,094.00

Bösendorfer is often described as the 
Rolls Royce of grand pianos.  Every 
Bösendorfer piano is the product of 
not only a whole year’s hand crafted 
work, but also expertise passed down 
from 

generation to generation since the 
company was founded in 1828.  Each 
piano is custom built by hand in Vienna 
to order.  Contact us now to find out 
more about these magnificent instru-
ments.

        $145,000.00

Bösendorfer

$123,250.00

B200SP

6’7”

GB1PE

Yamaha 4’11”
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GRAND PIANOS

Full size.

5’8”

6’1”

6’7”

7’6”

OWNING A
YAMAHA PIANO
HAS NEVER BEEN
MORE AFFORDABLE

Crisp attack. Sparkling tone. Clean harmonies. This is 
the birth of a new series of grand pianos that builds on 
the legacy of Yamaha’s CFX concert grand piano.
Save $4,000 on the previous C2 model.

Yamaha

Yamaha

Yamaha

Yamaha

$35,995.50

$39,595.50

$49,995.00

$52,195.50

C2XPE

C3XPE

C5XPE

C7XPE

$57,995.00

NEW ZEALAND’S MOST POPULAR
YAMAHA GRAND PIANO FOR SCHOOLS

$43,995.00

$39,995.00

       hether you’re  an experienced  
     pianist or a novice, walking into a 
piano store and making a decision 
to purchase without the proper 
information can be intimidating.
Most stores have dozens of instruments 
for you to choose from. And, with the 
proliferation of ‘look-alike’ models, it is 
often hard to tell one from the other – 

much less decide which is best.
Fortunately, it is not as hard as it looks. 
Whether you’re buying for a child or 
for yourself, whether your budget is 
modest or unlimited, whether you’re 
interested in a traditional piano or in 
one of the versatile new digital/acoustic 
hybrids like the Yamaha Disklavier or 
Silent Series™ (MIDIPianos), the 

process is the same: 

Look. Listen. Compare.

To help you, we’ve outlined the seven 
key points you should consider.

W
SEVEN
KEYS TO A SOUND
INVESTMENT

I TONE
For most people, tone is by far the most 
important attribute of a piano. The only way to 
judge it is to listen. Play, or have the salesperson 
play, the same short piece on every instrument 
you consider. Combining superior materials, 
design and workmanship, Yamaha pianos are 
justly renowned for their brilliance, richness and 
purity of tone.

II TOUCH
An unresponsive keyboard will frustrate 
beginners and accomplished pianists alike. Of 
all the instruments you try, you will find that 
Yamaha pianos are the most responsive to your 
touch. Our painstaking design and precision 
engineering ensure that the keys travel 
smoothly and quickly, allowing a full range of 
expression.

III TUNING 
    STABILITY
Talk to any piano technician. Ask about the 
tuning stability of the various brands you’re 
considering. You will find that Yamaha pianos 
are exceptional – a reflection of the quality 
materials and craftsmanship that go into every 
step of manufacturing.

IV BEAUTY
A piano is either a grand or an upright. The 
choice is a matter of space, taste and budget. In 
your home, a piano becomes a beautiful piece 
of furniture. Look at the lustre and finish of the 
cabinet. Does it invite touch? Is it smooth? Is 
the finish durable? Yamaha manufactures 
an exceptionally wide range of models and 
finishes, so you can choose an instrument that 
will remain as pleasing to your eye as to your 
ear.

V VALUE
In the final analysis, is a given piano a good 
investment? Keep in mind that a good piano 
will last a lifetime. Value depends on how 
carefully you choose and care for your piano. 
For intrinsic value, however, you will find that no 
piano surpasses a Yamaha. Ask around. You’ll 
find that Yamaha has a superior reputation for 
quality and durability, and is one of the most 
respected names in
professional music.

VI IMAGE
Ask your dealer how well the manufacturer is 
established and if they have a reputation for 
quality, integrity and commitment to excellence. 
What are the attitudes of music instructors, 
piano technicians and professional musicians 
toward the piano and the manufacturer? You 
will discover that the Yamaha image exceeds 
your expectations.

VII LIFE
You are about to invest in one of the most 
prestigious and enriching musical instruments 
in the world. You should be assured that your 
investment will enjoy a substantial longevity. 
Ask about the dealer’s service department, and 
any available service and support programmes. 
Proven longevity and an unrivaled commitment 
to service and support make Yamaha pianos a 
confident long-term investment.

RETAIL PRICE
including GST

EDUCATION PRICE
including GST

access to millions of
dollars of funding
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And when it comes to the tradition of crafting a 
grand piano, there is a sound, a tone to which only 
those who strive constantly to outdo themselves can 
aspire. For almost half a century, Yamaha’s world-
renowned C Series grand pianos have continued 
through a gradual process of refinement. The CFX 
full concert grand piano built on the knowledge, 
techniques, and experience gained during this long 
period, with craftsmen pouring everything they knew 
into the creation of an instrument that took bold 
new steps in piano design, seeking to attain sonic 
perfection. The CX Series extends this work further, 
providing a clear sound with a clean attack, sparkling 

tone, and transparent harmonies, all encased in an 
elegant, flowing form.
 
The end result is a series of instruments that is 
refined in tone, yet bold in design, the product of 
a dedication to innovation that allows Yamaha 
to remain true to its musical heritage. CX Series 
pianos represent progress that is commensurate 
with Yamaha’s 125th anniversary year - progress 
that will transform any room in which you play into a 
concert hall.

NOW THE MOST AFFORDABLE
CONCERT GRAND PIANO AVAILABLE

Preserving tradition is not the same thing as refusing to change;
rather, it is from the ongoing search for perfection that traditions emerge.

X  C SERIES

AS USED IN THE 
SYDNEY OPERA HOUSE
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UP108MPE
A great small piano for the classroom or rehearsal room. 
With front legs and a sraight body the UP108 stands at 
108cm. Features German Roslau treble wire and hand-
wound custom bass wire made in the European tradition. 
10 year warranty and match bench, also available in dark 
walnut, mahogany or polished ebony.

The UP115M Institutional Studio Piano is the culmination of the 
commitment to the leading edge in design and material develop-
ment.  Standing at 115cm, it packs more punch than its smaller 
brother, providing a deeper tone and greater volume. Also with 
10 year warranty, matching bench and available in dark walnut, 
mahogany, or polished ebony.

With a case of the finest quality domestic panel stock 
standing at 121cm, the largest of the Beale brothers 
is manufactured to the same high level of quality with 
select virgin wool hammers pressed to the Beale stand-
ard. Available in ebony polish.

This is the ideal model for a school rehearsal room piano. 
Offering Yamaha’s renowned quality at an affordable price, the 
JU109 is a popular choice with many students who are just 
starting on their piano playing. Manufactured under Yamaha’s 
stringent quality control, each piano provides years of piano 
playing enjoyment to the user.

The U1J was designed on Yamaha’s acclaimed U series 
upright acoustic piano line.  Complementing the U series’ 
excellent tonal characteristics with exterior refinements, it 
features a well-polished finish that maintains the beauty 
of the instrument over a lifetime.

The U1PE offers Yamaha’s outstanding
musical performance and quality, for
those who demand the very best sound.

Featuring a solid high-end design, the YUS3
delivers a rich, unparalleled sound that
discerning pianists swear by. This series is toned for 
the European market, built wth European hammers 
and strings.

Meticulously crafted from the finest materials, the 
YUS5 offers a refined look in an elegant upright 
design that delivers expressive control, superb 
sound and natural touch. This series is toned for the 
European market, built wth European hammers and 
strings.

$3,995.00

$4,295.00

$4,995.00

Beale

Beale

Beale

Yamaha

Yamaha

Yamaha

Yamaha

Yamaha

$3,396.01
UP115M2A111

UP121SA111

JU109PE

U1JPE

U1PEJAPAN

YUS3PE

YUS5PE

$3,650.98

$4,245.95

$4,765.50

$8,545.25

$13,295.25

$15,295.50

$17,995.00

108cm

115cm

121cm

109cm

121cm

121cm

132cm

132cm

RETAIL PRICE
including GST

EDUCATION PRICE
including GST

$5,295.00

$8,995.00

$13,995.00

$16,995.00

$19,995.00
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KEYBOARDS

PSRE243

61-key keyboard that features 385 natural sound 
voices.

61-key touch response keyboard that features 550 
natural sound voices.

61-key touch response keyboard with 755 natural 
voices, AUX in and a USB to device terminal.

With a wide variety of high quality built-in Voices and 
Styles plus FlashROM expandability to add even 
more, the PSR-S650 offers all you need for perform-
ance and music creation.
61 touch response keys.

Yamaha’s Premier Music Workstation – Unsurpassed
Quality, Features and Performance. With direct
internet connection, 61 touch response keys, 9 
faders, 128 voice polyphony and over 1000 voices, 
vocal harmoniser, 500 preset styles, unlimited USB 16 
track recordings and direct hard disk recording and full 
connectivity. 66, 76, and no-speaker options available.

$349.00

$449.00

$699.00

$1,850.00

$2,995.00

$279.00

from
$9,295.00

Yamaha

Yamaha

Yamaha

Yamaha

Yamaha

Yamaha

Yamaha

$295.96
PSRE343

PSRE443

PSRS650

PSRS750

PSRF50

TYROS561
TYROS576
TYROS576NS

$381.49

$594.15

$1,572.76

$2,545.00

$7,901.01

$350Buy 6+
at only

incl GST
each

You’ll rule the whole realm of sound 
with the PSR-S750 digital worksta-
tion, featuring everything you need to 
create, arrange, perform and record 
music in any genre. Features like 
Super Articulation reproduce every 

musical nuance of acoustic instru-
ments with ultra fidelity, and you have 
325 Styles ready to 
accompany you instantly for 
dynamic performances. The Real 
Distortion feature realizes the 

frequencies and dynamics of real 
guitar sounds to provide great live and 
recorded sound. 61 touch response 
keys with USB audio recorder.

Simple and user friendly, the  principal 
aim in designing the PSR-F50 was 
basic functionality that is both straight-
forward and user-friendly. As a result, 
this is a keyboard that anyone will find 
easy to  operate and play. Using the in-

tuitive panel, simply select a voice and 
rhythm to start playing and having fun. 
Despite its compact, lightweight body, 
the PSR-F50 packs in a regular size 
keyboard together with 120 voices and 
114 rhythms from all over the world. 

What’s more, this instrument is ideally 
suited to a wide range of different play-
ing scenarios—not only is it great for 
beginners and students, but you can 
also power it with batteries for outdoor 
musical performances.
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RETAIL PRICE
including GST

EDUCATION PRICE
including GST
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BULK 
DEAL!

$237.15

PSRF50
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DIGITAL PIANOS

NP11
Features high-quality touch sensitive voices, very 
portable at 61 keys and runs with either battery 
or AC power with auto power off function.

76 key graded soft touch keys, slim design,
battery or AC power.

Highly recommended as a school digital piano!  88 
note graded hammer standard keyboard with 10 
voices, 32 note polyphony and 4 reverb types. 
Shown with optional stand.

The bigger brother of the P35 with Yamaha’s Pure 
CF sound engine, 128 note polyphony, 14 voices 
and intelligent acoustic control. Shown with optional 
stand and pedal board

New model with 88 key graded hammer standard 
keyboard, a whopping 147 voices and 195
accompaniment styles with smart chord
function, black or white finish

A full cabinet digital piano with graded hammer action 
weighted to match the resistance of hammers in a 
grand piano. Damper Resonance digitally recreates 
acoustic piano depth when pedaling.

RGE engine with full accompaniment styles of a high 
end arranger keyboard. Touch screen, 387 voices, 22 
drum/SFX kits, 480 XG Voices, 257 accompaniment 
style presents, full midi and
USB recording and connectivity.

$415.00

$625.00

$1,095.00

$1,495.00

$2,395.00

$2,195.00

Yamaha

Yamaha

Yamaha

Yamaha

Yamaha

Yamaha

Yamaha

$352.59

$531.09

NP31

P35

P105

DGX650

YDP142

CVP601B

$899.00

$1,270.75

$2,036.01

$1,865.75

$4,995.00

CLP525B

Featuring superb sound quality, a highly responsive 
keyboard action and compact, stylish design. Featuring 
Piano voicing sampled from a Yamaha CFIIIS concert 
grand, 10 voices, Graded Hammer 3 (GH3) keyboard 
with Synthetic Ivory keytops. 256-note polyphony, 2 
track recorder, Acoustic Optimiser, Intelligent Acoustic 
Control.

RGE engine with 88 Graded Hammer 3
premium action, 14 voices, 128 voice
polyphony, dual layer voices, 10 song
recording PLUS USB recording in a stylish
polished ebony grand piano cabinet.

$2,495.00

$2,995.00

Yamaha

Yamaha

$2,120.75
CLP535B

$2,545.75

RETAIL PRICE
including GST

EDUCATION PRICE
including GST

KEYBOARDS

$4,245.75
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SYNTHESIZERS & STAGE PIANOS

MX4949 keys and over 1000 sounds from the Motif XS, 
USB Audio/MIDI connectivity and advanced DAW/
VST controller features. Comes bundled with 
Cubase AI music production suite!

61 keys and over 1000 sounds from the Motif XS, 
USB Audio/MIDI connectivity and advanced DAW/
VST controller features. Comes bundled with Cubase 
AI music production suite!

The 61 key MOX6 combines a MOTIF XF sound 
engine and Flash memory expandability, a MIDI 
keyboard controller with extensive DAW and VST 
control, USB Audio/MIDI interfacing, onboard 
sequencing, and an extensive DAW / VST software 
bundle.

$825.00

$999.00

$1,995.00

Yamaha

Yamaha

Yamaha

$977.50

$1,149.00

MX61

MOXF6

Synthesizer

Synthesizer

Synthesizer

$783.75

$949.05

$1,695.75

The 88 piano graded hammer standard key MOX8 
combines a MOTIF XF sound engine and Flash memory 
expandability, a MIDI keyboard controller with extensive 
DAW and VST control, USB Audio/MIDI interfacing, 
onboard sequencing, and an extensive DAW / VST 
software bundle.

Yamaha’s top of the line synthesizer workstation, with 
1353 high-quality voices, enhanced sampling with 
128MB of onboard SD-RAM, full DAW integration 
through remote control and bundled with Cubase AI 
and full connectivity with MIDI, USB and Ethernet and 
optional Firewire. 61 keys.

Yamaha’s top of the line synthesizer workstation, with 
1353 high-quality voices, enhanced sampling with 128MB 
of onboard SD-RAM, full DAW integration through remote 
control and bundled with Cubase AI and full connectivity 
with MIDI, USB and Ethernet and optional Firewire. Full 
88 piano weighted keys.

$2,495.00

$4,295.00

$5,395.00

Yamaha

Yamaha

Yamaha

MOXF8

MOTIFXF6

MOTIFXF8

$2,120.75

$4,080.25

$5,125.22

Synthesizer

Synthesizer

Synthesizer
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Stage piano with so much flexibility and portability. 
The clavs, organs, strings and more make the CP40 
perfect for school, church and live situations where 
everything needs to be performed on one keyboard, 
with a superb graded hammer action. $2,999.00

Yamaha CP40

$2,549.15

Stage Piano

CP4

$3,999.00

Yamaha

$3,399.15

Stage Piano

RETAIL PRICE
including GST

EDUCATION PRICE
including GST
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The CP4 STAGE’s slim, light weight design combines 
portability with elegant style, and features an easy-
to-understand interface with large lighted buttons for 
splits and layers that gives you all the controls you 
need right at your fingertips.

INCREDIBLY
NEW LOW PRICES!
FOR THE FIRST TIME,
YAMAHA SYNTHS FOR
UNDER $1000!
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The Yamaha Keyboard Laboratory system is a complete teaching 
system for up to 16 students allowing you the flexibility 
to give everyone individual attention.To find out
more and for pricing call 0800 687 421.

YAMAHA KEYBOARD LAB

Integrated system designed to
multiply your teaching power
An integrated system consisting of the MLC-100 console, designed to allow group 
teaching for up to 16 keyboard lab students. Includes headsets with microphones and 
student call boxes.

Organize Classroom Activities
Ensemble playing, duets, one-on-one instruction, students helping students, a 
student teacher assisting you with one, two, three or four groups. All of this happens 
simultaneously with you in control of all activities from the teacher station using the 
MLC100. And, you can instantly change the classroom configuration by pressing a 
single digital control.

Efficiency
Students of different playing abilities can attend the same lesson resulting in full 
classes. A student missing a class can “make-up” a lesson with another group without 
scheduling valuable private time with the teacher.

Convenience
You can communicate with individual students, pairs or groups – Privately, from your 
own keyboard, without disturbing other students or interrupting the entire class.

Cost
The MLC100 saves equipment cost, plus the cost of soundproofed classrooms 
by using Clavinova digital pianos (never need tuning or regulation) or electronic 
keyboards.

Time
Individual students of different levels and playing abilities plus those students requiring 
special assistance no longer hold up the progress of the entire class. Each student, 
pair or group can be addressed independently, benefitting the entire class.
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KEYBOARD AMPS & ACCESSORIES KEYBOARD AMPS & ACCESSORIES

Full size.

$11.04

$23.79
MD20

$12.95

$27.95

MD5

AH4040W. All in one practice or performance. For the 
group, school, or the multi talented one-man-
band, check out the great range of multi purpose, 
multi input amps.

80W. All in one practice or performance. For the 
group, school, or the multi talented one-man-band, 
check out the great range of multi purpose, multi 
input amps.

$339.00

$479.00

Laney

Laney

$288.15

$407.15

AH80

5 ft midi cable.

20 ft midi cable.

Ashton

Ashton

Amplifier

Amplifier

Midi Cable

$55.89$65.95

FC5

Portamento/sustain pedal. On/Off style.

Yamaha Pedal

FC4

Sustain pedal, piano style. $89.00
Yamaha

$75.48

PI
A

N
O
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A
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S

RETAIL PRICE
including GST

EDUCATION PRICE
including GST

150W. All in one practice or performance. For the 
group, school, or the multi talented one-man-band, 
check out the great range of multi purpose, multi 
input amps. $625.00

Laney
AH150

$531.27

Amplifier

75 watts/100 watts with external speaker, 15” 
speaker and tweeter, 4 channels including XLR, FX 
send/return, Mic/Line channel with 3-band EQ and 
FX send/return, monitor input with level control and 
assign, headphone out with level control, built-in 
casters and handle for easy moving.

$999.00

Peavey KB4

$849.15

Amplifier

ABOVE IS ONLY A SELECTION OF OUR EXTENSIVE RANGE OF ACCESSORIES AVAILABLE ONLINE AND IN STORE

WE HAVE EVERY CABLE
FOR YOUR NEEDS,
FROM IBANEZ 
TO WHIRLWIND

AVAILABLE ONLINE AND IN STORE
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KEYBOARD AMPS & ACCESSORIES
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Volume pedal, adjustable to 2 playing positions.

Keyboard stand, X style.

Table top keyboard stand.

Double braced keyboard stand.

Keyboard bench.

Adjustable piano bench.

$140.00

$49.00

$99.00

$139.00

$65.00

$169.00

Yamaha

Ultimate

Ultimate

Ultimate

Ashton

Ashton

$119.26
FC7

JSXS300

JSMPS1

IQ2000

KS75

APB200

$41.65

$84.15

$118.15

$55.12

$143.49

Bench

Keyboard Stand

Bench

Keyboard Stand

Keyboard Stand

Soft keyboard bag for 76 note keyboard.
from
$65.00

Ashton
$54.77

KBBL
KBBS

Bag

Keyboard bag for 88 note weighted digital piano or 
keyboard. $110.00
Ultimate

USGR88

$95.65
Bag

RETAIL PRICE
including GST

EDUCATION PRICE
including GST

ABOVE IS ONLY A SELECTION OF OUR EXTENSIVE RANGE OF ACCESSORIES AVAILABLE ONLINE AND IN STORE
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Spruce top, rosewood fingerboard,
meranti sides and great sound.

With PF Performance guitars, you get professional 
features, quality, and great sound at extremely 
inexpensive prices backed by the Ibanez name and 
quality.

The Ibanez AW70 keeps things traditional with its 
classic dreadnought body design, and is a perfect 
guitar for beginners and performing artists alike. 
The lush, sparkling tones originate from a solid Sitka 
Spruce top paired with sapele sides and back.

$299.00

$299.00

$429.00

Yamaha

Ibanez

Ibanez

C70

PF15NT

AW70NT

$254.00

$254.00

$364.65

Acoustic Pack

Nylon String

Steel String

LC400734
LC400744

The best value education guitar on the market. 
Spruce top and adjustable truss rod for durability in 
the school environment. 3/4 size. SPECIAL

SPECIAL

Lucida

$99.00
Nylon String

$99.00Full size.

$149.00 $825.00Full size.

SPCG14
SPCG12
SPCG34
SPCG44

Student guitar pack which comes in a range of 
colours and includes a bag.
1/4 size. $119.00

$129.00

$139.00

Ashton

$101.00

$109.00

$118.00

$126.00

Classical Pack

1/2 size.

3/4 size.

Quality at entry level price!  Spruce top,
meranti back and sides with a high-gloss
natural finish. $199.00
Yamaha

C40

$169.95
Nylon String

CLASSICAL & Acoustic GUITARS
G

U
IT

A
R

S

RETAIL PRICE
including GST

EDUCATION PRICE
including GST

WORLD LEADING BRANDS ON OFFER

$179.00 $152.153/4 size.

Natural or Black finish
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D20NTM
Dreadnought shape with spruce top,
basswood back and sides, maple
neck and rosewood fingerboard.

Slimline acoustic guitar in a range
of colours.

Dreadnought acoustic guitar features a Mahogany 
neck, Rosewood fingerboard, and a stunning Spruce 
top. 4 colours available.

Acoustic folk guitar offers the quality, design and 
sound you’d expect from a Yamaha acoustic and 
puts it in an affordable package.

$165.00

$199.00

$199.00

$299.00

Ashton

Ashton

Ashton

Yamaha

$140.09

$169.00

SL29BK

D24

F325

$169.00

$254.15
Steel String

Steel String

Steel String

Steel String

This steel string pack is made to be heard with a 
pickup and 4 band EQ.  Made with A grade spruce 
and come with DVD, bag, strap, extra strings and 
pick in a range of colours.

Solid sitka spruce top with mahogany back and sides 
and a balanced XLR and 1/4” output.

$325.00

$649.00

Ashton

Ibanez

SPD25CEQNT

AW70ECENT

$276.00

$564.35

Electric Acoustic

Electric Acoustic

FG700MS

LA12C

The LA series handles anything plugged into it 
with ease, be that a regular 6 string dreadnought, 
a parlour, a nylon strung or a 12 string. Features 
a 3 band EQ and chorus effect.

30W Troubadour with 8” speaker, including mic input 
and built in chorus effect.

$199.00

$399.00

Laney

Ibanez

$169.15
T30

$339.15

Acoustic Amplifier

Acoustic Amplifier

Features built-in classic analogue chorus. This series 
comes in 15W, 30W or 60W models with microphone 
inputs. $499.00

Yamaha

$424.15
Steel String

ACOUSTIC GUITARS & AMPS
G

U
ITA

R
S

RETAIL PRICE
including GST

EDUCATION PRICE
including GST

AMAZING RANGE OF
MARTIN AND MATON
GUITARS ONLINE
AND IN STORE

In Natural, Black, 
Tobacco Sunburst
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A1PLUSfeatures two completely identi-
cal but independent instrument/
mic channels and separate
Auxiliary input. $725.00

Laney

$616.25
M8POLY

2” cotton/polyester guitar strap, 
large range of colours and pat-
terns. $9.90

Levy’s

$8.42

GUITAR STRINGS & ACCESSORIESRETAIL PRICE
including GST

EDUCATION PRICE
including GSTAcoustic Amplifier

Straps

ST
A

N
D

S

ARM300C50

GS50

ARM300W

GS10S

ARM600W

GS53

ARM300C75

GS100

ARM300C

GWM2

ARM600C

GS10W PRO

GS55

Code

Code

1/2 size classical guitar bag

Adjustable tripod guitar stand

Full size acoustic guitar bag

Guitar wall hanger

Full size acoustic guitar bag

Three guitar foldable rack stand

3/4 size classical guitar bag

Adjustable tripod guitar stand

Full size classical guitar bag

Guitar wall hanger

Full size classical guitar bag

Guitar wall hanger

Five guitar foldable rack stand

Description

Description

$21.21

$27.63

$25.46

$22.06

$30.56

$67.96

$23.76

$58.65

$25.46

$8.46

$30.56

$24.61

$1,918.88

Education 
Price incl. GST

Education 
Price incl. GST

$24.95

$32.50

$29.95

$25.95

$35.95

$79.95

$27.95

$69.00

$29.95

$9.95

$35.95

$28.95

$99.95

Retail Price 
incl. GST

Retail Price 
incl. GST

G
U

IT
A

R
S

ARM1200W

ARM1200C

Full size acoustic guitar bag

Full size classical guitar bag

$33.96

$33.96

$39.95

$39.95

ARM2400W

ARM2400C

Full size classical guitar foam case

Full size classical guitar foam case

$84.15

$84.15

$99.00

$99.00

PLAT500W

PLAT500C

Full size acoustic guitar moulded case

Full size acoustic guitar moulded case

$143.65

$143.65

$169.00

$169.00

B
A

G
S 

&
 C

A
SE

S

Level

Standard

Standard

Standard

Standard

Intermediate

Intermediate

Padded - High Quality 

Padded - High Quality 

Polyfoam Cases 

Polyfoam Cases 

Hard Shell Travel Case 

Hard Shell Travel Case 

Type

Single 

Single 

Wall Hanging - Non Slat

Wall Hanging - Non Slat

Wall Hanging - Non Slat

Multi Guitar Rack

Multi Guitar Rack
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We carry a full range of the above brands! 

Strings
Dean Markley / Rotosound / Ashton / Martin  / Darco / 
Ernie Ball / Jim Dunlop / Ibanez / Elixer / Aquila

$12.00

G
U

ITA
R

S

GUITAR STRINGS & ACCESSORIES

Classical sets from

$10.00Acoustic sets from

(Darco)

(Darco)

$9.95Electric sets from

$45.00
Electric Bass sets
from

(Ibanez)

(Darco)

$6.95Ukulele sets from (Ibanez)

$29.90Violin sets from (Palatino)

Foot Stools

$15.95
We carry wooden and 
adjustable stools from

We carry a full range of capos for 
all types of stringed instruments!

Capo
Ashon / Shubb / Keyser / Jim Dunlop / G7 

$6.00Ukulele from

$6.00Classical guitar from

$9.00
Acoustic and electric 
guitar from

Effects Pedals
Behringer / Ashton / MXR / Ibanez / Jim Dunlop / 
Electro Harmonix / Trex / Belcat / Zoom 

$39.95
We carry all types 
from

Guitar Tuners
Brands include Ashton / Gogo / Ibanez / Dean Markley

$79.00
We have chromatic, 
clip on LED, metered 
and floor tuners from
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Write the Theme Song for NZ Music Month 2015

BROUGHT TO YOU BY:

www.hooklineandsingalong.com

MENZA
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UKULELES & MORE

UKE120
Available in 7 different colours with a colour-matched 
bag, our Hawaiian style ukuleles feature geared 
machine heads to keep you in tune longer. They’re 
sure to put a smile on everyone’s face.

Concert ukulele with gearded machine heads and a 
rosewood fingerboard.

Sapele top, back and sides, with mahogany neck, 
rosewood bridge and fretboard with chrome open 
gear tuners.

Mango top soprano ukulele with spruce back and 
sides and nickel chrome hardware.

Sapele body with mahogany neck, rosewood bridge 
and chrome open gear tuners.

High quality tone and response ukulele.

Perfect for schools! Durable and sounds fantastic.

NEW ZEALAND’S
CHEAPEST 
EDUCATION UKE

$49.95

$119.00

$99.00

$169.00

$159.00

$399.00

Ashton

Ashton

Ibanez

Ashton

Ibanez

Ibanez

Ibanez

$25.50

$42.46

UKE160MH

UKS10

UKE200SP

UKC10

UEW5OPN

M615OPN

$99.00

$84.00

$143.65

$135.15

$339.15

Ukulele

Ukulele

Ukulele

Mandolin

Ukulele

Ukulele

Ukulele

M510EBS

Electric mandolin with case and magnetic pickup 
and tone controls. $449.00

Ibanez

$390.43
Electric Mandolin

G
U
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A
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S

RETAIL PRICE
including GST

EDUCATION PRICE
including GST
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UKULELES & MORE

5 string closed back banjo with 24 lug
configuration

Concert ukulele with mahogany body with traditional 
white binding, and premium Aquila strings

Baritone ukulele with mahogany body with traditional 
white binding, and premium Aquila strings

The Ashton banjo produces a beautifully rich and 
powerful sound, and it features a stunning flamed 
Mahogany body trim, chrome hardware, Rosewood 
fingerboard and a Remo drum head.

Tenor ukulele with mahogany body with traditional 
white binding, and premium Aquila strings

$499.00

$160.00

$195.00

$469.00

$180.00

5 string banjo, closed back with basswood rim, 24 
lug and a mahogany neck with mother of pearl inlay.

Ibanez

Kala

Kala

Ashton

Kala

$725.00

B50

KAC

KAB

BNJ50

KALATM

Ibanez

$424.15

$136.00

$165.75

$398.65

$153.00

B200

Banjo

Concert Ukulele

Baritone Ukulele

Banjo

Tenor Ukulele

$616.09
Banjo

G
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UKULELES & MORE
RETAIL PRICE
including GST

EDUCATION PRICE
including GST
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AGT40
Telecaster style with maple neck, 3 way switching 
and 2 single coil pickups.
Black or sunburst.

A great guitar and amplifier combo available in many 
colours.  Includes stratocaster style guitar, 10W practice 
amp, DVD bag, strap, cable, picks
and strings.  Short scale model also available.

Ibanez quality with basswood body, maple neck and 
FAT6 bridge. Black or candy apple colour.

No.1 selling guitar in the world for over 10 years!  
Features a humbucker pickup, vintage style vibrato 
and 5 way switching of the H-S-S
pickup configuration.

A superb practice amp with 10W of power but you 
can turn up the gain to get distortion. 6.5” speaker, 3 
band EQ and headphone output.

$199.00

$399.00

$299.00

$399.00

$109.00

Ashton

Ashton

Ibanez

Yamaha

Ashton

$169.00

$339.15

SPAG232

GRX22

PAC012

GA10

$260.00

$339.15

$92.48

Electric Guitar Pack

LX12

12W. More than just practice amps, fitted with 
rugged metal grilles and tattoo graphics giving 
them looks and strength to be taken to the 
extreme. $149.00

Laney

$129.00
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ELECTRIC GUITARS & AMPS
RETAIL PRICE
including GST

EDUCATION PRICE
including GST

A superb practice amp with 10W of power but you 
can turn up the gain to get distortion. 6.5” speaker, 3 
band EQ and headphone output. $418.95

Ibanez
GART3OP

$355.95

15W and 8” specialised speaker. In addition to a full-
fledged distortion, there is a separate reverb control. $155.00

Ibanez
IBZ15GR

$131.75
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LX20

20W. Twin channel preamp, 3 band EQ, AUX in 
and headphone out.

2 channel (clean and drive), 65W combo with adjust-
able independant reverb for both channels.

3 channel (clean and 2 drive), 65W combo with tube 
preamp and reverb effect.

2 channel (clean and drive), 120W combo with 3 
band EQ per channel and reverb effect.

5W modelling amp with 5 amp types, tuner and USB 
bundled with Cubase AI!

8W, 2 channel combo with 11 amp options. Guitar 
and mic inputs plus AUX. Built in tuner and carry 
strap.

10W modelling amp with 6 amp types, user memory 
setting storage, USB, tuner, and Cubase AI!

$215.00

$599.00

$699.00

$799.00

$399.00

$269.00

$499.00

Laney

Laney

Laney

Laney

Yamaha

Laney

Yamaha

$182.75 

LV100

LV200

LLX120TY

THR5

LR5

THR10X

$509.15

$594.15

$679.15

$339.15

$228.65

$424.15

Modelling Amplifier

Modelling Amplifier

Modelling Amplifier

G
U
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ELECTRIC GUITARS & AMPS
RETAIL PRICE
including GST

EDUCATION PRICE
including GST

The LX65R packs a mean punch and it’s twin 
channel pre-amp covers all the bases from a tone 
point of view. Its 1 × 12” Custom HH driver handles 
everything the 65 watts RMS output section throws 
at it whilst still remaining portable and easily trans-
portable.

$499.00

Laney LX65

$424.15

3 models.
Acoustic and Electric modelling.
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Our most popular school bass pack with built in tuner, 
upgraded 18W amp, DVD bag, strap, cable, picks and 
spare strings.

Short scale bass guitar with bag, DVD, strap, strings 
and pick.  Amp not included.

The TRBX174 represents a price breakthrough for 
the TRBX range, yet the quality is everything you’d 
expect from a Yamaha bass.

15W and 10” speaker with 3 band EQ in a small, 
lightweight combo.

30W with 10” speaker, CD input, D.I. out and head-
phones out. Kick-back design.

$499.00

$349.00

$525.00

$159.00

$349.00

Ashton

Ashton

Yamaha

Ibanez

Laney

SPAB4

SPJOEYBASSBK

TRBX174

SW15

RB2

$297.02

$446.25

$135.15

$296.95

Bass pack

Short scale bass pack

65W with 12” speaker and HF horn, CD input, D.I. 
out and headphones out. Kick-back design.

300W with 15” speaker and tweeter. AUX and head-
phones in, limiter, 3 band EQ. 

$525.00

$749.00

Laney

Ibanez

RB3

P3115

$446.25

$651.30

GSR2004 string soundgear bass with lightweight comfort 
contoured Nato body,  neck pickup and bridge pickup 
volume with single tone control. $499.00

Ibanez

$424.15

G
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BASS GUITARS & AMPS
RETAIL PRICE
including GST

EDUCATION PRICE
including GST

$424.15

ACCESS TO MILLIONS OF DOLLORS OF FUNDING
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MM8MIXER

8 channel mini mixer with 8 1/4” inputs and 2 1/4” 
outputs.  Runs on batteries or DC power.

8 channel mixer with 4 XLR and 2 stereo inputs

6 channels, 1 stereo bus, phantom power.

$95.00

$240.00

$245.00

Ashton

Ashton

Yamaha

$82.62
MXL8

MG06

$204.37

$208.25

... are designed to work with Active Speakers. See page 55

Passive Mixers

Passive Mixers

Passive Mixers

MG06X

6 channels, 1 stereo bus, phantom power, ef-
fects.

10 channels, 1 stereo bus, phantom power, 1 knob 
compressors.

10 channels, 1 stereo bus, phantom power, effects 
and USB, 1 knob compressors.

16 channels, 4 group buses and 1 stereo, phantom 
power, effects, 4 AUX (incl effects), USB, 1 knob 
compressors.

State of the art, feature packed and verstaile 40 
Input, 25 Bus Rack Mountable Digital Mixer. The X32 
Producer features 16 MIDAS designed mic preamps, 
17 motorised faders, a 32 channel audio interface 
and IPad/IPhone Remote Control.

$289.00

$359.00

$499.00

$999.00

$2,699.00

Yamaha

Yamaha

Yamaha

Yamaha

Behringer

$245.65

$305.15

MG10

MG10XU

MG16XU

BEX32PRODUCER

$424.15

$849.15

$2,294.15

Passive Mixers

Passive Mixers

Passive Mixers

Passive Mixers

LIVE SO
U

N
D

BASS GUITARS & AMPS PASSIVE MIXERS

RETAIL PRICE
including GST

EDUCATION PRICE
including GST
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The DBR10 is the most compact model in its 
series and in its class. The DBR10 can be used 
as a utility speaker in a variety of environments. $899.00

$999.00

$1,099.00

Yamaha

$764.15

$849.15

$934.15

Active Speakers

The DBR12 represents a perfect balance of size and 
performance, with 1000W of power and outstanding 
resolution at any output level.

The DBR15 delivers outstanding performance for the  
main front-of-house sound for the live performance or 
events.

1000W Electro-voice active speaker with 2 XLR/TRS 
combo jacks, 3.5mm input and XLR link output.

Ashton’s explorer series fuses portability and function 
in a flexible speaker. The EXPLORER8P features 
MP3, Bluetooth®, USB and audio input, as well as 
expandibility depending on your playing needs.

$1,150.00
EV

Ashton EXPLORER8P
EXPLORER10P

$977.50
Active Speakers

Powered Bluetooth

ACTIVE SPEAKERS

DXR series 12” active 1100W speaker.

Vector series 15” active 500W subwoofer

DXR series 15” active 950W subwoofer

$1,695.00

$950.00

$1,795.00

HH

Yamaha

VRS115A

DXS15

$1,441.00

$807.34

$1,526.00

Subwoofer

Subwoofer

DXR8
DXR10
DXR12
DXR15

DBR10
DBR12
DBR15

DXR series 8” active 1100W speaker. $1,495.00

$1,674.75

Yamaha

$1,271.00
Active Speakers

$1,423.80DXR series 10” active 1100W speaker.

DXR series 12” active 950W subwoofer $1,695.00
Yamaha

DXS12

$1,441.00
Subwoofer

MICROPHONES
LI
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ZLX15P

... for vocals, stage and performance.RETAIL PRICE
including GST

EDUCATION PRICE
including GST

EXPLORER10P bluetooth speaker.

$315.00 $267.75
$365.00 $310.25

DXR series 15” active 1100W speaker. $1,995.00 $1,696.00
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DM20C
Handheld cardioid dynamic microphone pack with 
mic clip and mic cable with either XLR or 1/4” jack 
connection.

              Premium dynamic vocal microphone. The    
              PL80a is a premium-grade supercardioid 
dynamic microphone designed to elegantly capture the 
character of vocals in live sound applications. Its EQ-
friendly sonic contour adapts well to any
vocal texture, allowing vocals to sit nicely in the
mix without sounding harsh.

              Dynamic vocal microphone. The N/D267a 
              incorporates EV’s unique VOB™ (Vocally-
Optimized Bass™) technology to provide critical 
damping of the low-frequency resonant peak, 
reducing resonant distortion at low frequencies. The 
result is a microphone with increased finesse and 
vocal clarity, ensuring a clear, consistent sound that 
punches through the mix.

Dynamic carioid vocal mic with hum backing
coil, and one of the world’s most popular
microphones.

Dynamic cardioid vocal mic, rugged construction.

$39.90

$205.00

$199.00

$169.00

$199.00

Ashton

EV

EV

Sennheiser

Shure

 $33.90

PL80A

ND267A

E835

SM58LC

$174.25

$169.15

$143.65

$169.15

               Premium dynamic vocal microphone.         
               The N/D767a is the singer and engineer’s 
first choice for outstanding vocal clarity in live per-
formance. With low handling noise, VOB™ technol-
ogy, and excellent clarity through all
frequencies, the N/D767a is the top-choice dynamic 
mic in its class.

Dynamic super carioid microphone with
expanded high frequency range.

$245.00

$229.00

EV

Sennheiser

ND767A

E845

$208.25

$194.65

... for vocals, stage and performance.

RETAIL PRICE
including GST

EDUCATION PRICE
including GST

Behringer’s C-1 is an affordable, high-quality, and 
essential studio mic. Thanks to its cardioid (heart-
shaped) pattern, the C-1 microphone picks up your 
source signal while rejecting off-axis sounds that can 
ruin an otherwise perfect recording.

Behringer

$99.00 $84.15

BEC1
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WIRELESS & INSTRUMENT MICROPHONES

SVX24PG28

              Condenser overheads & Instrument
              microphone. The PL37 is a tight-cardioid 
condenser microphone designed to capture all the 
crisp detail of cymbals, high-hats and percussion 
instruments on stage or in the studio. The PL37 
delivers the dialed-in tone and detailed response to 
percussive transients that professional drummers 
and sound system engineers require.

Dynamic instrument microphone for live
or studio.

              Dynamic kick drum & Instrument 
              microphone. The PL33 is a supercardioid 
dynamic microphone designed to deliver the power, 
punctuation and snap of kick drums in sound 
reinforcement systems or recording studios of any 
size. Its frequency response is strategically crafted 
to deliver great kick drum sound with little, if any, 
additional EQ-ing.

              Dynamic supercardioid instrument micro-
              phone. Designed specifically for horns, 
drums, and acoustical and electric guitars, the N/D468’s 
large-diameter voice coil (up to 50% larger than other 
mics) provides a sound that’s natural yet powerful and 
articulate. A unique pivoting-head design ensures perfect 
mic placement, while the supercardioid pattern provides 
superior off-axis rejection and acoustic isolation in any 
application.

              Dynamic cardioid kick drum microphone.  
              The N/D868 is truly a top performer in any 
application, thanks to its ability to handle incredibly 
high sound pressure levels without distortion. With 
a frequency response specifically designed for the 
perfect kick drum sound, the N/D868 has been ap-
plauded by drummers and engineers the world over.

$599.00

$199.00

$199.00

$235.00

$379.00

$499.00

Shure

EV

Shure

EV

EV

EV

$509.00
PL37

SM57LC

PL33

ND468

ND868

$169.15

$169.15

$199.75

$323.05

$424.15

Wireless Microphone

Instrument Microphone

Instrument Microphone

Instrument Microphone

Instrument Microphone

Instrument Microphone

MXL603SPR

The MXL 603 pair of instrument microphones 
deliver the natural acoustic properties you need 
for overhead drums, piano, string instruments 
and more. Pressure gradient condenser mic with 
a transformerless
design for a solid low end and an open top.

$550.0

MXL

$467.87

Instrument Microphone

LI
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O
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D

RETAIL PRICE
including GST

EDUCATION PRICE
including GST

WIRELESS & INSTRUMENT MICROPHONES
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2 mics for an extremely low price. Includes headset, 
lapel mic, and body pack.

Great versatility at a great price! Everything you need to 
get started on your handheld journey. Includes reciever 
and mic.

$399.00

$399.00

Ashton

Ashton

AWM250BP

AWM250HT

$339.15

$339.15

Wireless Microphone

Wireless Microphone

Handheld wireless microphone system.
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MUSIC SOFTWARE
STECE7                                         With its intuitive set of tools for 

                                         composing, recording, editing and 
mixing, Cubase Elements is the most desirable entryway to the 
Cubase world. The eclectic ensemble of quality instruments and 
effects modifies your computer into your personal music production 
system. In sum, Cubase Elements 7 boasts all the tools of the 
trade at an irresistible price.

                                         Cubase Artist offers a range of 
                                         proven editing and sequencing tools 
based on the same core technologies used and appreciated 
by musicians around the world. With an easy-to-use interface, 
unsurpassed performance and inspiring instruments and effects, 
Cubase Artist remains unmatched in its price range. This Cubase 
version is simply the perfect choice for talented newcomers and 
seasoned musicians.

                                         Cubase condenses almost three         
                                          decades of Steinberg development into 
the most cutting-edge DAW anywhere. Used by star producers 
and musicians for composing, recording, mixing and editing music, 
Cubase combines outstanding audio quality, intuitive handling and 
a collection of highly advanced audio and MIDI tools. Whether you 
record an orchestra, a huge live rock show, or a band in the studio, 
Cubase is sublime in every sense of the word.

SPECIAL

SPECIAL

SPECIAL

Steinberg

Steinberg

Steinberg 

$109.00
STECA7

STEC7

$239.00

$549.00

Cubase 7.5 Elements

Cubase 7.5 Artist

Cubase 7.5

Basics Cubase 7 Cubase Cubase
  Artist 7 Elements 7

Number of audio tracks unlimited 64 48

Number of MIDI tracs unlimited 128 64

Number for instrument tracks unlimited 32 24

Physical inputs and outputs 256 32 24
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Write the Theme Song for NZ Music Month 2015

BROUGHT TO YOU BY:

www.hooklineandsingalong.com

MENZA
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RECORD THESE BEAUTIES
Tama
There are several reasons why Tama is the drum of choice for so many players. 
One of the most important is that all Tama Drums receive full advantage of the 
considerable skills of Tama’s master drum builders. Another significant factor is 
the invaluable input given to us by our endorsers pertaining to the sound and 
features they need to express their art. We call this TAMAism: the marriage of 
traditional craftsmanship and a partnership with our artists to create the best 
drums and drum hardware possible. 

Paiste
Paiste produce world-class, hand-hammered cymbals 
including crashes, rides, hi hats, chinas, splashes, and accent cymbals used by 
some of the world’s most outstanding drummers and percussionists. Check out 
a Paiste cymbal today!

Drums & Percussion
From Junior to Be-bop to Jazz to Rock to Metal, Ashton, Tama, and Yamaha 
offer all the drum kit requirements you will ever need. Double-braced hardware, 
double kick pedals, and thrones you can sit all night on, are but a few of the great 
products available.

ROCKHOUSE
Joyo Rockhouse Jam Station - The Silent Rehearsal Studio!
Want to play music? No rehearsal room? Don’t worry... ROCKHOUSE is 
always open! This silent jam station lets you jam with the band wherever you 
want. Your bedroom or garage, your classroom or living room--anywhere 
can be your new practice space! Call the band and get your jam on without 
disturbing the peace. Get those new songs down and get the band playing 
tight... with Rockhouse!

Up to 10 Channels of Jammage
The Rockhouse consists of 5 stations, each station accepting both a mic 
input (XLR) and a stereo line input (1/4” TRS) simultaneously, with a dual 
trim/gain to control them separately. Press the +48v button located in panel 
5 to supply Phantom Power to all mic inputs, so you can use them with 
condenser microphones. The lines inputs are stereo, meaning a mono plug 
(e.g. guitar) will only send signal to the left channel of each bus. Overcome 
this with a simple mono to stereo adapter.

5 Way Headphone Matrix
Each station’s signal is sent to all other stations. All 5 stations have a mix 
panel with volume knobs marked 1-5. Once headphones are plugged in to a 
station, use the knobs marked 1-5 to control the amount of signal received 
from each of the stations into the headphones. For example, turn up volume 
knob 1 to hear more of the person plugged into station 1.

16 In-Built Effects
The Rockhouse also comes packed with 16, 24-bit on-board effects. 
Including all the classics, such as reverb, delay, chorus and flanger. Select 
the effect using the FX knob located in panel 5. This applies the selected 
effect to all microphone inputs before sending the effect to the FX bus on 
each station. Turn up the FX knob on each station to apply the effect to that 
set of headphones.

USB Recording
As if it wasn’t already good enough, the Rockhouse features a USB Input/
Output, meaning the device can function perfectly as a USB Audio Interface 
so you can record your jams direct to computer. The USB output signal 
runs directly from station 5’s output, taking whatever mix is on that station 
directly the computer for recording. The A/D card can output at 16-bit 
44.1kHz, or at 16-bit 48kHz. The unit can also receive a return signal from 
the computer, allowing you to hear back a recording you just did through 
station 5.

1/5 Monitor Switch
When recording, you can either use all 5 stations, with person 5 listening 
to the recorded mix, or you can use only stations 1-4 with station 5 being 

a dedicated recording mix. In the latter scenario, a 1/5 monitor switch 
located on panel 5 will send the station 5 mix (recording) to the station 1 
headphones, allowing person 1 to hear either their custom mix or monitor 
the recording mix.

Stage Panning
A stage knob located on each station allows that instrument/mic station 
to be panned left or right in all headphone mixes. This allows the group to 
create a stereophonic image of a stage to make it easier to pick out certain 
musicians in the mix. For example, pan main vocals and guitar centre, pan 
bass and backup vocals slightly right, and rhythm guitar slightly left to 
separate the instruments in the headphones and avoid hearing a “wall of 
sound”. 

MoniMixer Remote Control
The MoniMixer acts as a remote control channel, giving a drummer 
complete control of their own headphone mix, adjusting each individual 
band member’s volume without getting up from their kit. So they can 
continue rocking out at what ever volume they desire.

Features:
   5x microphone inputs
   5x stereo input jacks
   5x headphone jacks
   Comes with separate controller 
     for drummer
   USB Output and Input
   16 24-bit On-board Effects
   48v Phantom Power - to power a condenser microphone 
   LED indicator lights for each individual channel
   LED display for effects and peak indicator

Specifications:
   Microphone Input: XLR Balanced or Unbalanced 
   Mic Input Impedance: 3.3k Ohms
   Instrument Input: 1/4” TRS Stereo (Unbalanced)
   Instrument Input Impedance: 22k Ohms
   Headphone Output Impedance: 32 Ohms
   Headphones Max Output: +6dB
   DSP A/D and D/A Converters: 24-bit
   USB Output: 16-Bit, 44.1kHz or 48kHz
   Weight: 4.3kg
   Dimensions: 28cm x 24cm x 6cm
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RECORDING INTERFACES

CI1The CI1 USB studio, bundled with Steinberg Sequel 
LE and Wavelab LE offers the ultimate entry-level 
recording, editing and producing system solution.  
24-bit/48kHz, 1 Hi-Z input and 2 XLR inputs.

USB, 1 mono and 1 stereo inputs, +48V,
high quality preamp

USB, 24 bit/48kHz, 1 hi-Z input and 2 XLR inputes, 
includes Cubase.

Perfect balance between connectivity and portability: 
the UR44 is a powerful audio/MIDI interface designed 
to suit a huge range of recording and production 
situations. 4 mic preamps, 6 inputs, 4 output channels, 
MIDI I/O ports, onboard DSP power and full iPad con-
nectivity offer an outstandingly flexible feature set.

USB with TRS/XLR combo inputs, +48V,
4 in 6 out, includes Cubase.

USB with TRS/XLR combo inputs, +48V,
8 in 8 out, includes Cubase.

USB/Firewire 36 channel 192kHz interface, compact 
unit.

$210.00

$279.00

$499.00

$549.00

$650.00

$1,295.00

$2,149.00

Steinberg

Steinberg

Steinberg

Steinberg

Steinberg

Steinberg

RME

$178.50
AUDIOGRAM

CI2

UR44

UR28M

UR824

FIREFACEUC

$237.51

$424.00

$466.65

$552.86

$1,101.02

$2,149.00

STU
D

IO

For ‘recording interface’ section. MIDI and USB, 
dedicated high-impedance switch, class-leading 24-
bit/192 kHz converters, a separate headphones jack 
and phantom power supply, 2-in/2-out. $299.00

Steinberg UR22
MIDI USB interface

$254.15

RETAIL PRICE
including GST

EDUCATION PRICE
including GST

DJs, keyboardists, computer musicians take 
note: The direct box you’ve been waiting for is 
here! Sporting two channels, the DJDI easily and 
inexpensively solves the problem of converting 
unbalanced signals into balanced output suitable for 
use with mixers, PAs, recording consoles, and more.

$55.00

SMPro DJDI

$46.58

DI Box

MIDI USB interface
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$45.0030’ XLR-XLR premium microphone cable.

$29.95 $25.46

$38.29

20’ XLR-XLR premium microphone cable.

Condenser mic with cardioid pickup pattern to reject 
off-axis noise with robust metal body.
The most affordable condenser mic around.

Large diaphragm vocal mic, Class A circuitry

Large diaphragm, Class A FET electronics,
shockmount & case

USB Condenser microphone, ideal for broadcast and 
podcast.

$169.00

$299.00

$210.00

$359.00

MXL

MXL

SMPro

MXL

MXL2006

MC01

MXL006

$144.05

$253.99

$178.34

$305.51
USB Microphone

Mic Stand

Mic Stand

Vocal Booths

Mic stand, tripod base with telescopic
boom arm

Mic stand with quick release mechanism
and sturdy, stackable base.

Vocal isolation booths with acoustic absorption and 
insulation panels, ideal for recording vocals (micro-
phone not included).

Pop filter with fabric mesh filter.

10’ XLR-XLR premium microphone cable.

$49.95

$145.00

FROM

$60.00

$19.90

Ultimate

Ultimate

SMPro

MXL

Ashton

JSMCTB200

PROSB

MICTHING
MINITHING

MXLPF001

CCP10
CCP20
CCP30

$42.46

$123.25

$89.25

$51.00

$16.90

Pop filter

Mic cable

MXL9000

Tube condenser, warm vintage sonics,
power supply $679.00
MXL

$577.67
Tube condenser
microphone

STUDIO MICROPHONES

MXLMCASP1
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RETAIL PRICE
including GST

EDUCATION PRICE
including GST

MIDI KEYBOARDSSTUDIO MICROPHONES
ST

U
D
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49 note velocity sensitive MIDI keyboard
interface.

61 note velocity sensitive MIDI keyboard
interface.

$215.00

$259.00

Ashton

Ashton

$182.59
UMK49

UMK61

$219.47

Midi Keyboard

Midi Keyboard

STUDIO MONITORS
HS5

2-way bass-reflex bi-amplified nearfield studio 
monitor with 5” cone woofer and 1” dome tweeter.
Available in white.

2-way bass-reflex bi-amplified nearfield studio 
monitor with 6.5” cone woofer and 1” dome tweeter.
Available in white.

$399.00

$499.00

Yamaha

Yamaha

$339.15
HS7

$424.15

MIDI KEYBOARDS

2-way bass-reflex bi-amplified nearfield studio 
monitor with 6.5” cone woofer and 1” dome tweeter.
Available in white.

                                  The choice of top recording            
                                  and production engineers who 
demand unmatched accuracy and resolution that 
reveals critical sonic details. An unbeatable choice for 
production environments handling any
combination of digital and analog sources
in stereo or surround formats. 5” cone woofer
and 1” titanium dome delivering 50Hz-40kHz.

$599.00

$749.00

Yamaha

Yamaha

HS8

MSP5STUDIO

$509.15

$636.58

RETAIL PRICE
including GST

EDUCATION PRICE
including GST

new zealands largest 
musical instrument retailer
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8” bass-reflex powered subwoofer delivering 30Hz-
120Hz with 150W of dynamic power
and low/high pass filter control.

Passive volume attenuator, mute button,
input and output

Passive Volume attenuator. 2 input sources.

4 Channel Headphone amp with 2 stereo inputs and 
independent volume controls.

$1,395.00

$119.00

$259.00

$169.00

Yamaha

SMPro

SMPro

SMPro

HS10W

NANOPATCH

MPATCH2

QAMP

$1,185.75

$101.15

$220.15

$143.65

Volume Control

Studio Subwoofer

Volume Control

Headphone Amplifier

             We care about education. We care about
             music. We believe that everybody’s lives
             need to be enriched through music. We
believe this is especially true for young people, as it teaches skills and discipline that become 
ingrained in their lives. MusicWorks supports education initiatives throughout the country. Here 
are a few examples of organisations that we work with and support. For local support in your area, 
get in touch with your local MusicWorks dealer, or call us on 0800 687 421.

OUR PARTNERS

STUDIO ACCESSORIES

RETAIL PRICE
including GST

EDUCATION PRICE
including GST

STUDIO ACCESSORIES
ST

U
D

IO

H1

Combining powerful recording capability with elegance 
and simplicity, the H1 Handy Recorder is Zoom’s smallest, 
most affordable recorder ever. Features stereo X/Y mic 
configuration captures perfect stereo, USB and playback. $195.00

Zoom

$165.75

Portable Recorder

SW10STUDIO

The perfect match up to the MSP5 Studio 
Monitors. Delivering excellent low end. $2,495.00

Yamaha

$2,121.00

The MS-80 is a desktop monitor stand that features non-
slip, high-density acoustic foam and an angle-adjustable 
base that allows the end user to fine tune the sweet spot. 
With sonic isolation and decoupling to minimise external 
vibrations affecting your speakers. $313.95

Ultimate MS80

$266.86

Speaker Stands
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NZSO 
MusicWorks is proud to be the principal percussion sponsor of the New Zealand 
Symphony Orchestra. Our country’s leading orchestra understands the superior 
quality and durability of Yamaha instruments, and the support we offer to them 
on a national level.

The University of Auckland 
MusicWorks is a proud supporter of the University of Auckland. We have been 
a major sponsor of the Songwriter Of The Year competition for several years. 
As well as providing $4000 sponsorship this year, last year MusicWorks also 
sponsored the University of Auckland Concerto competition to the value of 
$4000. We are looking forward to new and exciting ways of working together in 
2013 and beyond. www.creative.auckland.ac.nz

Equico Funding Assistance 
MusicWorks assists with funding your school purchases through Equico. Every 
NZ public school is preapproved with Equico for ICT. Now you can spread the 
cost of your music equipment too! Equico allows your school to incrementally 
purchase product over 3-5 years - giving you the freedom to get more from your 
budget long-term.  Call us on 0800 687 421 to find out more. www.equico.co.nz

Musiqhub 
MusicWorks is proud to be associated in the education sector with Musiqhub. 
Musiqhub’s nation wide group of independent music teachers host lessons for 
a wide range of instruments. Their programmes cover all institutional levels 
and best of all, their  itinerant managment programme ensures that your music 
department runs faster, smoother and better. www.musiqhub.co.nz/schools

We understand how difficult it can be to secure the funding you need for your 
music department. That is why we are committed to helping you achieve your 
goals by providing support and assistance for grantsand funding. Here are a few 
ways we can help ease the burden.

FUNDING ASSISTANCE

Grant applications and funding  
There are many funding bodies around the country, including some organisations that are focused 
on funding resources for education. Knowing how to find them, or how to get results can be tough. 
We have the knowledge and expertise to help guide you through the process of applying for 
funding. Call us on 0800 687 421 and let us help you get the resources you need.

Equico funding  
Equico is a great resource to help plan your budget. We have several successful stories of 
underfunded music departments able to purchase tens of thousands of dollars worth of equipment 
without having to apply for large chunks from the capital expenditure budget. We can show you 
how you can leverage your budget to get the most out of it, and how to effectively plan for the 
future of your music department.

MusicWorks MusicDollars  
Our rewards scheme is especially geared to support your school. With the added benefit of 
crediting your school for every student that hires an instrument from us, we can really help you to 
nurture the long term growth of your music department.

Making house calls  
As time pressures on us all increase, it is far less convenient to pop down to your local music store 
before or after school – or even during the precious weekends. We’ll make it our priority to come 
and visit you at school when you need us. After all, we are here to help you!

Help is just a phone call away  
In today’s fast paced world, the way we communicate is constantly changing. We think it’s 
important to be able to pick up the phone and talk to a real person – a person who has the 
skills and expertise to help you then and there. However you prefer to communicate these days,  
MusicWorks is ready to help. You can reach one of our education specialists.

Call us today.
0800 MUSIC1 or 0800 687 421
email: education@musicworks.co.nz
www.musicworks.co.nz/education
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Write the Theme Song for NZ Music Month 2015

BROUGHT TO YOU BY:

www.hooklineandsingalong.com
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First name:
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Order #:
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Yamaha brass and woodwind instruments are specially 
designed for correct intonation allowing even the beginner 
student to produce accurate intonation and a centered 

tone. Renting a quality Yamaha instrument gives you the 
greatest freedom to flourish.

MONTHLY PLAN
(minimum 3 months)
Includes GST, servicing &
maintenance

HALF YEAR PLAN
(expires June 30th or
15th December)
Includes GST, servicing &
maintenance

SCHOOL YEAR 
PLAN
(expires 15th December)
Includes GST, servicing & 
maintenance

Yamaha Flute
Designed to be easy and free 
blowing for beginners.

$30
Optional Insurance:

$6 per month

$135
Optional Insurance:

$25 per half year

$210
Optional Insurance:

$40 per year

$30
Optional Insurance:

$6 per month

$135
Optional Insurance:

$25 per half year

$210
Optional Insurance:

$40 per year

$30
Optional Insurance:

$6 per month

$135
Optional Insurance:

$25 per half year

$210
Optional Insurance:

$40 per year

$30
Optional Insurance:

$6 per month

$135
Optional Insurance:

$25 per half year

$210
Optional Insurance:

$40 per year

$30
Optional Insurance:

$6 per month

$135
Optional Insurance:

$25 per half year

$210
Optional Insurance:

$40 per year

$50
Optional Insurance:

$9 per month

$230
Optional Insurance:

$39 per half year

$350
Optional Insurance:

$69 per year

$60
Optional Insurance:

$9 per month

$250
Optional Insurance:

$39 per half year

$375
Optional Insurance:

$69 per year

Yamaha Clarinet
Designed to be easy and free 
blowing for beginners.

Yamaha Trumpet
Designed to be easy and free 
blowing for beginners.

Yamaha Cornet
Designed to be easy and free 
blowing for beginners.

Yamaha Trombone
Light and smooth slide
action. Designed to be easy
and free blowing for beginners.

Yamaha Alto Saxophone
Designed to be easy and free 
blowing for beginners.

Yamaha Tenor Saxophone
Designed to be easy and free 
blowing for beginners.



Whangarei
Wards MusicWorks
72 Cameron Street
09-4389063

Albany
MusicWorks Albany Mainline
Northridge Plaza Unit 7,
110 Don McKinnon Drive
09-4862285

Auckland
MusicWorks Auckland 
Atwaters
141-143 Hobson Street
09-3031919

Epsom
MusicWorks Epsom
157 Manukau Road
09-5231426

Henderson
MusicWorks Henderson
375 Great North Road
09-8359015

Manukau
MusicWorks Manukau
57 Cavendish Drive
09-2623419

Howick
Tom Kroons MusicWorks
61 Picton Street
09-5349040

Pukekohe
Music Mania MusicWorks
5b Glasgow Road
09-2381242

Hamilton
Shearers MusicWorks
380 Anglesea Street
07-8394747

Tauranga
Bay City MusicWorks
132 Devonport Road
07-5781746

Rotorua
MusicWorks Rotorua
1141 Pukuatua Street
07-3489910

Gisborne
MusicWorks Gisborne
63 Gladstone Road
06-8676557

Napier
Music Machine MusicWorks
35 Hastings Street
06-8355183

Hastings
MusicWorks Hastings
105 Market Street North
06-8789999

New Plymouth
MusicWorks New Plymouth
30 Liardet Street
06-757-8428

Palmerston North
Beggs MusicWorks 
66 Princess Street
06-3573010

Masterton
Masterton MusicWorks
114 Queen Street
06-3788576

Porirua
Northern MusicWorks
3 Kilkerran Place
04-2374310

Wellington
MusicWorks Wellington
31 Ghuznee Street, Te Aro
04-3897012

Lower Hutt
Kingdom MusicWorks
144 High Street
04-5668742

Nelson
Beggs MusicWorks
264-268 Hardy Street
03-5488699

Blenheim
Ken Ham’s MusicWorks
25 Scott Street
03-5785576

Christchurch
MusicWorks Christchurch CJs
569 Colombo Street
03-3663267

Christchurch
Sedley Wells MusicWorks
103 Riccarton Road
03-3486357

Timaru
Newmans MusicWorks
117 Stafford Street
03-6885597

Oamaru
Mainstreet MusicWorks
93 Thames Street
03-4348839

Dunedin
MusicWorks Dunedin Beggs
Cnr Lower Stuart St
and Moray Place
03-4774183

Gore
Peter Cairns MusicWorks
30 Irk Street
03-2085062

Invercargill
Trevor Daley MusicWorks
30 Tay Street
03-2188179
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